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PREPARED BY: LCdr. James R. Bailey, USNR Part I
Lt. Henry L. Smith, USN Part II
Lt. Elmer A. McCallum, USN Part III
Lt. William M. Place, USN Part IV
PURPOSE: LI15CJ
General - (a) To analyze the Production Planning and Control
Function at the Naval Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis, Indiana (NOPI),
(b) To partially fulfill the Non-Thesis requirements
for a Masters Degree in Industrial Engineering from Purdue University.
Part I - To summarize, for the purpose of analysis, the produc-
tion planning and control function of NOPI, and to analyze this func-
tion for the purpose of procedures improvement.
Part II - To analyze the preparation of process routings, the
control of manufacturing methods (standards), and the estimation of
manufacturing times. To describe the preparation and functions of
Engineering information used in the planning, scheduling, material
procurement, and manufacturing procedures.
Part III - To investigate the information necessary for produc-
tion scheduling, and to determine how this information is used in
order to perform the scheduling function.
Part IV - To analyze the material and progress control functions
within the Industrial Department and the relationship of this perfor-




General: The basic method of procedure was to identify the infor-
mation which flows between the various organizational segments involved
in the function of planning and controlling production, and the deter-
mination of the action taken upon receipt of this information. Emphasis
was placed on the information rather than the form used to transmit this
information.
Part I; This portion of the project deals primarily with the in-
formation which flows between Departments and between NOPI and external
activities. Analysis Sheets No. 1 and No. 2 were prepared to indicate
this flow of information. The items of information were listed in the
approximate sequence and the columns arranged to indicate flow to or
t
from any department by an arrow pointed up or down in the appropriate
column. This procedure can be expanded to include any number of items
of information and each line serves as a complete flow chart. Addi-
tional information may be included to indicate the action performed in
each department but in this case Charts 1-1 through 1-6 are utilized
to indicate the action in the departments and the relationship between
various items of information.
ORGANIZATION CHARTS: Certain applicable structural and functional or-
ganization charts are included, following the Introduction, for
reference.
FORMS : Certain "key" forms have been included for reference with
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PLANNING BRANCH 261
4AS STOCK UNIT 268
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MANUFACTURING METHODS DIVISION 250
Directs the operation of the Manu-
facturing Methods Division. Provides
technical advice to various depart-
ments on manufacturing, design, and
development problems In connection
with production. Initiates programs
to Increase production through Im-
proved methods. Evaluates Beneflclel
Suggestions effecting production.
Reviews plent layouts for the Indus-
trial Department, end recommends pro-
curement or additional facilities.
Maintains contacts with outside sup-
pliers regarding technical manufactur-
ing problems and makes recommendations
to the Supply Officer as to sources
PRODUCTION CONTROL DIVISION Z«0
Coordinates the activity of the Plan-
ning end Progress Branches. Provides
counsel concerning the station's futuri
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MACHINE TOOL PROCESSING BRANCH 25?
Prepares and maintains process rout-
ings for the manufacture of all
machine p&rts using existing faci-
lities. Orders all tools and test
equloment for production of machine
parts. Provides technicsl advice
to other divisions of the Industrie,
Department. Responsible for the
development of material handling
procedures end equipment.Orders snd
directs maintenance on pattern and
moulding equipment for all productlo
parts )
ASSEMBLY PROCESSING BRANCH 252
Prepares and maintains assembly
process routings outlining method o
sssembly, calibration, and tests of
mechanical and electrlcel fire con-
trol equipment. Furnishes technics
advice to the manufacturing shops.
Orders all tools and test equipment
for assembly of end shipping item.
Assists the Development Branch In
the manufacture of preproductlon
units for evaluating routlnga.
Responsible for the manufacture of
preproductlon pilot models to prove
and/or Improve manufacturing process
routings. Evaluates tooling and test
equipment. Provides lieison between
the Manufacturing Methods Division
and the Engineering Deportment regerd-
lng engineering changes and/or design
changes to facilitate manufacturing.
SPECIAL PROJECTS DIVISION 290
Directs, coordinates and expedites
special projects which require <MJt-
of-routlne handling; provides teob-
nlcal liaison betwe< i the Indi strl-
al Department end 01 tier departments
end private induatr! .etions
regarding special projects or asslgn-
ments; provides tecl leal adv sory
argent actional
segments upon reques t.
Dlrsots the operation of the Indus-
trial Facilities Division. Main-
tains contact with the Bureau of
Ordnance Machine Tool and Industrial
Facilities Section for procurement of
maohlnas snd other plent facilities.
Contacts representatives of the ma-
chine tool Industry regarding latest
developments. Assists other depart-
ments with Industrial Engineering
problems. Executes special assign-
ments not within the scope of sny
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COST ESTIMATING BRANCH 253
Responsible for the preparation of
cost estimates and proposals, estab-
lishes stsnderd time on process rout-
ings, records snd directs stowage of
ell SA tools, castings, forglngs, and
molding equipment. Recorda and main-
tains a file of previous costs of
manufacture and/or purchased material.
PLANNING BRANCH 261
Coordlnatei Schedu ling and Mat rial
1 So :lvltles. A
in the fore ulation
lng plant t blllty .0 absorb lot d.
Recommends
ilng easing direc
complement Advi* >s type of v« rk re-
qulref ftintaix plent load.
Handle S Bp. lal assignments co
lng tl d for production atatis-
tics n ot normally available.
PROGRESS BRANCH 269
Coordinates the activities of the
Production Dispatching, Assembly Con-
trol and Expediting Sections. Assists
In the breaking of production bottle-
MLTHODS RECORD BRANCH 254
Receives, records, stores and redis-
tributes ell engineering data received
by the Industrial Department for manu-
facturing purposes. Develops routing
folders, assigns snd records shop
accessory numbers to tool orders and
disposes of obsolete technicsl material
within the Industrial Department.
Responsible for the handling and re-
cording of all classified data released
to the manufacturing shops.
SCHEDULING SECTION 262
Coordinetes the Mester Scheduling and
Shop Scheduling activity. Provides
ststlst ical lnfc
not prepared in a
routine Establishes policy
scheduling needs of
manufac turing d visions.
_
,
MASTER SCHEDULING UNIT 263
Provides master scheduling on an
overall, long range basis at the
Ject order level. Determines wh
new project orders may fit into
overall schedule. Develops prod
tlon charts and progress reports
.he
SHOP SCHEDULING UNIT 264
>rovidas detailed completion dates
or each part, sub-assembly and major
ssembly to be produced as outlined
y master schedule. Maintains ststis-
;ics concerning number of man hours
loaded, material available for produo-
on and performance data. Maintains
nload information by shop section
for Machining Division and overall
load for Tooling end Assembly Dlvi-
ns. Issues all shop orders and
provides comparison of estimate
ual oost of e<
Dieted for 1 •ol purposes.
MATERIAL CONTROL SECTION 265
Coordinates he activity of the
Production Stores and Requisition
Units. Aids in the formulation of
policy conce *nlng the handling of
engineering el eases and the proces-
sing of mate -lal requisitions with
iccounting requirements.
Establishes rlorlty In the processing
of Job Order
PRODUCTION DISPATCHING SECTION 271
Control s the 1S3US Of 3Dop orders to
the Ma hlnlng, Assembly and Tooling
Dlvlsl. In estsbi; shed produc-
hedulcE . Msinta: ns current
progre a infor
Detween shop
and other Industrial Control personnel,
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS BRANCH 282
Studies and reporte on unusual prob-
lems not within the scope of any other
functional group in the Industrial
Department. Provides technical ad-
vice and services of an Industrial
Engineering nature. Designs and de-
velops special equipment not commer-
cially available. Analyzea faolllty
requirements, arranges for funds, pre-
pares annual Capital Equipment Re-
quirements Budget and maintains ex-
penditure record of allotted funds.
Coordinates the preparation of Indus-
trial Department Bulletins snd Instruc
PLANT LAYOUT a. EQUIPMENT BRANCH 261
Develops Industrlel Department plent
leyout arrangements of production
equipment and plent facilities to In-
sure the efficient flow of materials
through manufacturing. Initiates ac-
tion to procure, alter, repair and dis-
pose of machine tools snd other plant
equipment. Maintains control of plant
property Inventory. Inspects and eval-
uates performance of new production
equipment, assists other departments
in developing layouts. Acts as
liaison between Industrlel and Public
works Daportment. Preparaa a descript-
ion for all Plent Property Account
Equipment (Clase~3) record oarda and
tags this equipment with the Havy Iden-
tification number.
ASSEMBLY CONTROL SECTION 272
Maintains follow-up on Assembly
schedule, acts as liaison between
Assembly supervisor and Project Exped-
itor on all matters of supply. Deter-
mines responsibility for material ohm!
ages occurring in Assembly. Initiate!












;ks In the Supply
requisitions
1 to meet produc-
EXPEDITING SECTION 273
Maintains receipt, disbursement,
source and part status records, in
detail, for all production (Industrial
Department cognizant) job orders; also
initiates shortage lists for Project
Expeditors follow-up. All historical
data concerning part and sub -assemblies
collected by this unit.
CENTRAL RECORDS UNIT 27fc
Maintains record of availability and
source of each part and sub-assembly.
Requisitions from stock, and follow-
upa on flow of materials for Assembly.





for sembly of fln-
BAR STOCK UNIT 266
Stores
Machining Dlvi




Dir and ordinate 3 t hi
ICtlvit
Including assembly, overhaul and
test or electronic and mechanical
fire control equipments. Acts as





Titles or the four sectl<
Mechanical Branch in the
of gunsights, bombsights
GUHSIGHT SECTION 231
Assembl s, repairs and modifies air
and shl borne gunsiphts and sight
Assemblies include mechani-
cal, el ctrlcal and optical parts.
Perform functional tests and calibra-
tion of gunaights and sight systems
repairs and modifies test equipment
used by the various services for test
and cal: bration of fire control in-
atrument s in the field.
MOTOR SECTION 233
assemble ), rape Lrs and modifies all
hronous ln-
} used n fire ontrol
lectrlcal
nlcal biles and
componen nts in the
field on fire c >ntrol mechanisms.
ELECTRONICS BRANCH 230
DIRECTOR SECTION 232
Assembles all types of precision
parts of a highly complex nature.
Assemblies Include mechanical and
electrical parts used in fire con-
trol Instruments, test devices and
relative equipment. Performs func-
tional tests and calibration of
mechanical fire control instruments










repairs and modifies air—
e control instruments and
Assemblies Include mechanl-
trlcel and optical parts,
functional test3 and celibra-
e with ordnance and engineer-
AUTOMATICS AND MISCELLANEOUS
1 SHOP BRANCH 221
Fabricates preclalo
types of American a













cated "; sign for
1 equipment.
RADAR SECTION 234
Assembles and r »pa rs omponents for
ra. ar and compl *t.H fire
Perfo functional te





Directs end coordinates the various
vities of the Tooling Division in-
lng tool and gage design, tool and
gage manufacture, tool and cutter
grinding, tool end equipment control
end selvage of defective production
rial. Controls procurement, inven-
tory, issuance, maintenance, alterat-
ions and obsolescence of accessories,
1 plant facilities and standard
gage problems, with the authority
etermine whether tools shell be
ured or station manufactured. Res-
ponsible for screening Methods' tool
requirements end recommends 3lmpllfloet
ion of manufacturing routings.
Directs the a
painting, roti
shops. Processes Include metal fin-
ishing, heat treating, painting and
the preparation of various materials
for the prevention of fungU3 -growths.
TOOL DESIGN BRANCH 241
Conceives and designs special tools,
dies, fixtures, gages, machine tool*
accessories, and small plant faclll-
LET METAL SHOP BRANCH 224





Process >s Include gas electric
hell-ar = welding, soldering (sof t and
punching, sti saring, dra
and machining of all .ypes of sh
metal. ms include




TOOL AND CUTTER GRINDING BRANCH I
Fabricates and reconditions specif
perishable tooling. Perpetually
regrinds and resharpens standerd
perishable tooling.
HEAVY MACHINING SHOP BRANCH 225
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SHOP TOOL AND EQUIPMENT BRANCH 2U
Establishes quantity levels, apoolfi-
cations for procuremt nt end requests
procurements, melnta!
control and Issues standard tools and
coessorles, small
plant facilities, mis cellaneous
supplies, materlalB and shop equipment
Calibrates, certifier and maintains
standard gages and size control equip-
ment. Responsible r< r storege and
inventory control of special tools.
SALVAGE SHOP BRANCH 21,5
Reolelno by reworkiog defective mat'
iel, parts and oomponehts rejected
during the course of manufacture ani
ELECTRICAL SECTION 236
embles and tes s intric ate
,_.
J
... ports t nd components










sembles, repairs and modlfi
A. electronic teat equipmen
r performing functional tea
llbratloo of fire control i
nt3. Repairs and overhauls




ASSISTANT TO COMPTROLLER FOR INTERNAL REVIEW 303
Devises and supervises a ejeten or Internal accounting controls cover-
ing review and examination of the Integrity, propriety, effectiveness
and adequacy of the financial management and reporting program. Con-
ducts periodic review and examination of accounting and financial
statistical reporting at Naval Ordnanoe Plant, Indianapolis.
Conducts periodic reviews, audita, and analyzes Informal financial
data of other departments* Conducte continuous Internal audit of
the Comptroller Department. Reoommende remedial action to correct
defects, baaed on Its reviews and examinations, and reoonmends changes
In procedures and practices to Improve the effectiveness of accounting
and statistical reporting operations. Advisee the Comptroller on
matters of organization staffing and administrative procedure within
the Comptroller Department. Coordinates preparation of, reviews and
maintains Comptroller Department regulations, orders and bulletins,
and makes recommendations for changes thereto. Develops and super-
vises programs for checking labor and material distribution to Insure
propriety of chargea.
COMPTROLLERS DEPARTMENT 300
Develops, coordinates and maintains an Integrated system of staff services In the
financial management area that will provide the Commanding Officer the factual
data essential for effecting ,management control. Implements and administers the
station's financial operations under NIF (Worklnp Capital Fund) as authorized by
Section U05, Public Law 216 - Slst Congress, and le directly responsible for
budgeting, acoountlng, statistical reporting. Internal accounting control, and
for the administrative organljatlonal structure managerial procedures relating
to ouch responsibilities within the Naval Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis. Directs
the compilation of data for, and formulates the station's budget, coordinating
Financial and Manpower Controls and translates the Bureau of Ordnance's Planned
Budget Estlmatee into looal programs for production, engineering, research,
development and associated support projects. Conducte liaison between the
and the Bureau of Ordrn
determines where financial 1
the admlnlatratlon, ollocat
Allotments and Work Authorl
lleh and maintain a Job Ord.
Will coordinate and submit all proposal
Develops accounting procedures to lmple
lgnted by the Chief of the Bur.
ag responsible for the operation of overall
operations and for the appropriate lntegratl
aspects of the financial management program,
tlon of and analyses etatletlcal reports of
properly advise management In its effort
1 analyzes and
nto may be required, is responsible for
proper expenditures of all Project Orders,
assigning funds to the station. Will eetab-
m to control all direct costs under NIF.
1 cost estimates and schedules.
clal policies and dire
eibl
higher authority.
al, accounting and disbursing
nd coordination of the various
vises and coordinates prepara-
flscal operations in order to
Improve efficiency and 1
internal review of accounting and budgeting.
1 reports, charts and graphB on progress of workload




S. Naval Ordnance Pli
Indianapolis. Indian.
Title: '.-mman'llni
ASSISTANT TO THE COMPTROLLER FOR DISBURSING
Responsible for aaslgned disbursing fum
Comptroller Manual .Volume h. Performs 1
as determined by the Commanding Officer




le station's annual budget;
ints by program; recommend!
Makes policy reoommendatlc
and instructions
reoommende allocation of funds
Internal revisions thereof ae
ns to the Comptroller; prepares
compliance with policies pro-
tethodulgaved by higher authority; coordinates and prescribes
<f collecting and presenting budget data. Reviews and analyzes ran
udget estimates and Justifications submitted by department heads.
Prepares performance reports for use or the Commanding Officer.
Comptroller and department heads In reviewing accuracy of foreoaets
lonpared to aotual performance; .renders epeolal reports as re-
quired. Reviews and analyzes expenditures of rondo and reoommende
budgetary action and adjustments where deemed conducive to economl-
'. administration. Collects, analyzeB and presents statistical
rating data to determine estimates to be used In connection with
k to be performed In succeeding fiscal periods and to provide
1mated coats to be used for budget and control purposes. Pre-
ee statistical reports on fiscal operations as required by local
management, the Bureau of Ordnance, and other higher authority on
fiscal matters. Preparee graphic presentations of fiscal operations
Reviews and approves all fiscal local forms In use in order to pre-
sent fiscal data to management In an objective and concise manner.
Receives and submits proposals to undertake additional workload,
requeete funds to support operations not included In the approved
annual program. Authorizes work by Issuing station Job orders and
supporting documents.
STATISTICS BRANCH Ul
Prepares etatletlcal reports on fiscal operations ae required
by local management, the Bureau of Ordnance, and other higher
authority on flsoal matters; prepares graphic presentations
of fiscal operations; reviews and approves all fiscal looal
forms In use In order to present fiscal data to management in
an objective and concise manner; operates a fiscal reports
control program in coordination with the Navy Reports Control
Program, to assure that reports are essential in terms of
ctual usage and that unnecessary, duplicating, erroneous or
misleading reporting le prevented or oorrected; operates a
fiscal work measurement program In coordination with other
_djjej^tj^n^B_of_spP_Indlanapolla.
ACCOUNTING AND DISBURSING DIVISION
Hakes recommendations to the Comptroller concerning accounting and
disbursing matters; prepares directives and Instructions to assure
compliance with policies promulgated by higher authority. Supervise
double-entry acoountlng reoords maintained on an accrual basis.
Directs the preparation of annual, monthly and Interim oommerclal-
type financial reports for local use and for submission to proper
authority. Supervisee the maintenance of civilian pay records and
is responsible for payroll preparations. Directs cost accounting
operations; maintains required accounting records including records
of obligations and expenditures against allotments and project
orders. Supervisee the maintenance of Plant Account records and
stores material ledgers and records; renders all property returns.
Coordinates audit and payment of civil and military payrolls and
public vouchers. Coordinates the preparation and submission of
disbursing reports and returns. Prepares and accomplishes billings




Interprets Bureau of Ordnance budgetary <
forms and procedures; develops technlquei
preparation of local budget and coordinates requeete for
funds and personnel from all departments; coordinates pres-
entation of the producing departments cost estimates on pro-
ductive work programs; reviews and analyzes expenditures of







MACHINE ACCOUNTING DIVISlOH J30
Devises methods for the compilation of reports, statements and other
statistical data for reproduction on tabulating equipment. Devises
forms and develops local procedures to assure accurate and timely
reporting. Processes punched cards on tabulating equipment to pro-
duce payrolls, cheoks and accounting reports. Accumulates by EAM
operations detail reoords of material and labor expenditures. Sum-
marizes detail material and labor expenditures by account and Job
order, and tabulates for administrative, budget and accounting pur-
poses. Prepares tabulated etatletlcal and financial reports as
required. Applies overhead and leave costs to Job orders. Prepares
and maintains lnterchangeablllty of parte lists of Aviation Fire
Control Equipment for the Bureau of Ordnance. Furnishes EAM services
to the Production Department for material and spare parts listings on
Job Orders. Furnishes Class Accountability EAM rune for the Supply
Department. Furnlshss Work Measurement data from labor distribution
cards. Prepares other epeolal statistical reports and tabulations
for other departments as requlrsd.
MACHINE ACCOUNTING BRANCH ^j SPECIAL SERVICES BRANCH 333
Maintains payroll master file. Prepares civilian payrolls,
merles, earnings summaries, W-2 withholding tax forms,
service records, clock cards. Job cards. Maintains reoordo
on checks written other than card checks, and reconciles to
treasury statements. Maintains master fllee on Job orders;
prepares rsports on labor distribution, material cost,
public voucher expenditures; applies overhead; furnishes
data for Job order status, budget analysis. Plant Account,
Class Accountability, Stores Returns. Maintains controls
Maintains employee personnel master file, compiles retention
registers, speolal personnel reports
.
Prepares personnel
listings for security, and sick bay. Maintains employee
address file, prepares hourly and annum rate listings for
Public Works. Compiles average hourly rates by cost center
when required. Preparee and maintains lnterohangeabillty
of parts lists of aviation fire control equipment for the
Bureau of Ordnance. Furnishes EAM services to the Produc-
tion Department for material and spare parts listings on Job
orders. Preparee report of hours by function for Work
Measurement Report. Prepares other special statistical
reports and tabulations for other departments as required.
BUDGET AND REPORTS SECTION WORK AUTHORIZATION SECTION
Requeats budget estimates of Tunds and personnel
required for planned operations. Reviews and
analyzes raw budget estimates and Justifications
received. Prepares annual, quarterly and
special budget and performance reports re-
flecting Navy Induatrial Fund and Appropriation
Accounting, financial and manpower data for
submission to the Bureau of Ordnance, the
Commanding Officer end other echelons of mana-
Receives fund authorizations and malntalna
Tiles and records of funds held by the station.
Prepares, distributes and malntalna files of
all station Job Orders, Estimates of Ken-Houra
and Costa, Industrial Department Schedules, end
supporting documents. Maintains control
accounts or Tund autnorlzationa and allocations
thereor to station Job Ordera. Maintains re-
cords of fund authorization deficiencies and/or
excesses, maintains complete working files on
all Job Orders from Inception to comnlatlnn.
Chart No. 3 <F)

QUALITY DEPARTMENT 400
The Quality Department has the reap nelblllty for the f ormulatlon o r poii lc and the dl •ectlon
or In and Quality Tor t 10 If and enforce
allty standards t r all produc Ion materlale proc ired. shipped by the Naval
Ordnn nee Plant. Almln Lnolc ill y phases of NOPI
ntracts and carta n BuOrd cont -acta. Establishes t* standards for this station
through maintenance of primary electrical. weight, pre me and dime
irds, and by controlled collbr tlon of measuring lnati ile with, and a
department heada In coordinating station pollclt proi edu id acts In an a






U. 3. Naval Ordnance Plen
Indiana oolla. Indiana
Chart No. 4 tF)
INSPECTION DIVISION 420
Direct the overall Inspeo-




ship requirements on all pur-
chased, material and equipment
and locally produced Ordnance
'ire Control Equipment.
Provide aeelstance to De-





QUALITY CONTROL DIVISION fclO
Studies, analyses and inltlotee corrective action for any problems
which directly or Indirectly affect the quality of products manuf-
actured by, or for, Navfl Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis. Performs
field supervision and liaison task's Incident to administration of
quality phases or NOPI subcontracts and certain of BuOrd contracts.
Approves or denies waivers on substandard naterlal manufactured by
contracts. Prepares and disseminates NAVORD OCD's for Bureau and
NOPI use. Furnishes statistical counsel for plant, BuOrd, and
vendors. Develops and establishes techniques, statistical and
otherwise,
-required to maintain control of quality of material
purchased, processed, and shipped by this station. Formulates and
Initiates programs Tor training of peraonnol in the use of statis-
tical methode of product quality control. Establishes the Quality
standarda for this station through maintenance of primary electrical,
weight, pressure, temperature, time, and dimensional standards, and
by controlled calibration of measuring Instruments. Evaluates
material on BuOrd contracts and/ appropriate action. Evaluates end
maintains cognisance over defective material returned from field.
Performs quality assurance function at NOPI, Including BuOrd atock.
FIELD ADMINISTRATION UO-A
Co-ordinates phases of field Inspection adminis-
tration of BuOrd contracts and NOPI sub-contreots
related to: a. maintaining In ourrent status
files of Interim inspection instructions and/or
tentative or final NAVORD OCD' a furnished to fleji
activities, b. (Handling) requests from contract-
ors for waivers on substandard material, c. (Con-
ducting) training programs covering quality con-
trol and inspection policies and procedures for
Navel and civilian personnel from field activities
d. Reviewing, analyzing, and evaluating of all
reports from field activities. Prepares and
forwards periodic summery progress reports to
Bureau of Ordnance.
:ceptance Inspection and
test of all products pur—
ised and processed by the







;lon of prospective con-
tractors material and es-
tablishment and maintenance
of vendor's qualified pro-
duote list.
Evaluation of second
lource contracted Fire Con-
trol Equipment assigned to
NOPI cognizance by BuOrd.
Provide training and tech-
ilcal guidance of Field In-
ipectore of Naval Material
aalgned such contracts by
the Eureau of Ordnance.
See Chart 4A1A(P)
FINAL ACCEPTANCE INSPECTIONmm haa
nal acceptance ins
ana n-jt
, or eecn unit of
product, assembly or sub-
assembly produced by the
Naval Ordnaace Plant to si
isfy an "end item" requirt
oent on a project order r«
quest. Establish Inspect!
flow charts in conformant
with specification charac
letlcB and manufacturing pro-
cedures on products produced





on of plant property,




makes equipment available fo






Designs statistically sound, economically reasonable ex-
periments In the Interest of product quality. Furnishes
statistical counsel for plant, Bureau of Ordnenoe and
vendors. Investigates, develops, end applies both new
and established statistical techniques. Analyzes test
procedures end results. Assists in statistical presen-
tation, training programa, etc Dlreote and controls
sampling inspection procedures for all plant materiel -
purchased, manufactured, etc. Directs and maintains con-
trol obartlng operations end aocoaioted patrol inspection,
summary cherts, etc, for all plant materials. Furnishes
departmental counsel regarding sampling and/or control
charting techniques and procedures. Supervises special
aampllng techniques. Prescribes location of inspection
for purcbused material, e.g., at NOPI, at point or supply,
etc. Provides liaison with field Inspection service
pertinent to inspection and sampling techniques and re-
sults. Prepares periodic reports covering various aspects
of Inspection, production, disposition, etc Furnishes
typing facilities for the Quality Control Division, e.g.,

















experiments in the inte:
of product quality.
Investigates, develops,








Inspection procedures for all
plant material - purchased,
manufactured, etc.
Directs and maintains c<
:hartlng operations and
:lated patrol Inspection;











NOPI, at point or supply,etc
Provides liaison with field
inspection service pertinent









position, etc. Furnishes iyp
lng facilities for the Qual-
ity Control Division, e.g.,
letters, aurvelllanoe reports
Prepares, reviews, edits, rewrites, and disseminates NavOrd
OCD's for use in the acceptance of electrical end/or mecb-
ilcel parts, sub-assemblies, assemblies, components and
stems of ordnance fire control equipment manufactured
id/or procured by NOPI. Recommends approval or denial
QUALITY SPECIFICATIONS BRANCH 1,11
. .,.„ ._. „„„
-standard parts , sub-asseobl
>liea, components end systems comprising '*
control ordnance man Ufa * -




.„. manufacture and/or accept-
-uw= inspection of aircraft fire control equipment procured
directly by BuOrd. Establishes and/or interprets standarda
of quality Tor visual inspection characteristics. Conducts
restlgetlons or abnormally nigh numbers of rejections




allocating of responsibility and ]
Recommends approval or den
s for substandard
ib-assemblles , ass>
biles, components and syst'
omprislng Items of fire c
rol ordnance manufactured by
nd for NOPI, and, when S]
fled by BuOrd, forcontrac
id/or government inspect'
ncerned with the manufai
and/or acceptance in
WAIVERS AND INVTSTTCATICNS
I Of I art i
trol equipment procured di-
rectly by BuOrd. Establishes
and/or Interprets standards
of quality Tor visual inspec-
tion characteristics.
Conducts - Tor purposes of
determining causes, allocat-
ing responsibility and rec-
ommending corrective action -
investigations of abnormally




Prepares, reviews, edits, re
writes , and disseminates
NAVORD OCD's for use in the
acceptance of electrical and
or mechanical parts, sub-
assemblies, assemblies,
components, and systems of




Evaluates material on B3ffi
turned from the field i
defective. Invest igoti
causes of field fellur<
recommends corrective i
prevent li




ducts special quality eval-
uation studies. Perrons a
quality audit of all materi
manufactured end inapected
at KOPI. Evaluates packag-
ing methods end estimates
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~,.n««a receipt documents. Maintains contrac
requlaltlona, and order rilee. follows up on
requests to Insure delivery of Material. Audlti
and assembles documents Tor forwarding to vouch-
erlng activity for preparation and payment »•
D






requests for accuracy and co:
tains "Stub Registry". Esta







-. .ash sales to
departments, foreign government
rtlea »nd foreign vessels of










plishes Incoming bllln or
lading, except bills of
lading covering household
goods, and shipment orders.
Initiates sctlon covering
FOLLOW-DP SECTION
Maintains follow-up and ei-
pediting aotion to insure
delivery of neterlal by re-
quired date. Maintains
active and completed con-
tract, order and requlsltio
files, Matones dealers*
bills (otner then those
peyeble by the NIF Disburs-
ing Officer) «ith accompllsJ
id inspection paparB and
lasembles and forwards them
;o Toueberlng activity for









Maintains list of bidders,
list of approved material
and list of Ineligible sup-
pliers. Selects suppliers,
negotiates prices and con-
tract terms. Opens and
records bids and awards con
tracts. Maintains vendor's
catalogs and other Informa-
tion relating to sources of
materials and services.
Prepares order and contract
amendments and modification.
Issues tsrmlnatlon notlcsa
and arranges for contract
settlements.
REQUISITION AND ORDER SBCTIOI
Screens requisitions and de-
termlnes method of procure-
ment. Prepares requisition!
Tor material from government
sourcea. Places ordera for
material and services under
open-end and running term
" files.









for Purchase Dnlt. Dlstrl
lutes purchase documents.
ORDHAECB STORES STOCK SBCTIO
Maintains stock record cards
which Includes the recording'
of all receipts, expected re-
_>ta. Issues, obligations,
and demands. Prepares nee
itoek cards for additional
items. Screens for avails*
bllity of stock. Maintains




is well as all other regular
ind special stock reports,
teconmends substitutions of
isterlal. Kalntalna catalog
•f Bavy material, conversion
nd cross 'reference lists.
Determines action to be taken
requisitions.
CONTRACT AND OHDER
PREPARATION UNIT BID PREPAJUTIOH DEIT
and purchase orders; examines
negotiated contracts after
signature and return by the
contractors to Insur* that
no changes or alterations
have been made by contractors
Drafts, types and mails invi-
tations and bids. Furnlshss
specifications una drawinga
tlve suppliers.
STOCK CONTROL BRANCH bUk
Mslntalos tbe a<




posi L Of r
as. Maintains stock re
a to be taken on reques
for the redlsposltlon
obsolete or deterlorst









id demands. Prepares new
ock cards for additional
ems. Screens for avalla-
llty of stock. Maintains




is well as all other regular







to ' > taken
FUNCTluKAL CH/.HT




Date: 1 Jan. 1956 Chart No. 6 Al(F)
TRAFFIC HRARCH - 652
Rec eisea and checks
serial and delivers
to proper destlnatl; n. Pre-







Is per •ainlng th«
a arranges ror at
aenold effects ea required,






'""""ling equipment for use
in the Supply Department.
.
BAR STOCK STORES SBCTIOI
Maintains stock record cards
which Includes
of all recelp s, expected ro-
, obligations.
aud demands.
stock csrds fc r additional
s for avalle-
bllity of stoc £. Maintain*
proper stock : evels. Ini-
eplenlshment
stock replenls "iment reports
otbsr regular
and special si sck reports.
Recosmends sut stltutlons of
material. Maintains catalog
•1, oonvsrslon
and cross referancs lists.




Maintains stock record cards,
which Includes the recording
of all receipts, expected re
ceipta. Issues, obligations,
and demands. Prepares new
stock cards for additional
Items. Screens for availa-
bility of stock. Maintains













_^„ ,. rll ,
;hereon; arranges Tor dispo-
sition of standard and non-
itandard material In eccord-
mce with existing direc-
lalntalns stock record curds
'hich Includes the recording
if all recelpta, expected re
elpts. Issues, obligations,
nd demands. Prepares new
-took cards for additional
Items. Screens for availa-
bility or stock. Maintains




ell as all other regular






RECEIVING 4 SrUPPDK SECTIONS
Receives and checks all in-
coming materials; eegregat.
and forwards material to D1per deatlnation; and main-
lery 1
taloing thereto. Maie D UD
esaary arrangements for the
ahlpment of material by
commercial carriers and gov
eminent conveyance Pre-pares government bills oflading. Institutes tracers
on shipments to Insure de-
Malntaf^ ****** C0n8ie™«-intains necessary records
relating to shipment of
material.




PACKING A PRESERVATION 3EC
^reserves, packages and
packs material as required
for domestic and oversees
shipment or storage.
DELiyEBJ SECTION
Makes local delivery of
material received and makes
delivery of notarial from
the store room to fill plant
requisitions.
STORAGE BRANCH 65J,






BAB STOC1L STORES SECTION
Maintain proper storage and?°"
°f "terlel. Recelveainto store, etorea and ieau,
material.
SALTACg AND SCRAP SECTION
Operates the scrap yard
Prepares all scrap, salvage
and survsyed material fordisposal.
7T7,
Bj cqvsredi
storags for all flammable,
petroleum, lumber, castings
end forglnga, technical
items awaiting repair, and
bulk CSSO items excluding
bar stock and Issues same.
< SMTlftH InrTHFTIr . ...........Maintain proper storage and
cere of material. Receives





The Engineering Department, is charged with the responsibility Tor the:
Development and design or airborne and other fire control gear including
radar, and the preparation and release of technical information.
Technical direction and eervloe In the phases or manufacture, test packag-
ing. Installation, operation, maintenance and overhaul of fire control equip-
ment. Including radar and other associated gear.





U. 3. Naval Ordiunce P
Indianapolis, India
Provides staff and facilities
storing and controlling
rlbutlon of all DuOrd
Record Drawings In custody of
etetlon.
ENGINEERING SERVICES DIVISION 910
Provide serrioee used bj other engineering divisions, other depart-
ments of the station and the Bureau of Ordnance. The division also
le cognisant of special projects.
Prepares technical publications Tor equipment processed at this
station.
Provides materials engineering servloes for the department.
Plans, prepares and maintains standards on design, drafting, shop
practice and processing for the station.
Perforate evaluation of comssrolal components, reviews specifica-
tions on drawings and maintains files of approved commercial com-
ponents, and the usage of such Items.
Provides technical ssrvlces and does research on preservation of
equipment and design and specification of packaging for all ltsas
processed at this station.
Maintains adequate photographic, photo-prooeas and reproduction
facilities for the station.
Provides model shop services for the Engineering Department and
>erates experimental casting laboratory.
Maintains records and files of all drawings under cognisance of
e station. Controls Issue of drawings and revisions.
Idea a technloal ataff for controlling use and hanlllng ofball bearings.
Provides field engli
produced at this etat
erlng 1 vie support crdnance equlpasnt
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN DIV. 920
3«e Chart N .9A(F)
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING DIV.
9JW See Chart No.9A(F)
MODEL SHOP BRANCH 912
Responsible for providing
complete model making faclll
ties In the Engineering De-
partment. Fa irlcates proto-
• of newly designed or
modified equipment. Makes
experimental parts and model:
from engineers. The Model
Shop maintains a tool crib
ked ttlth hand tools snd
Function* as a consulting at
coordinating grcup on prob-
lems of specification and
application or materials,
preps rot ion of design and
shop standards and control of
antl-frletlon bearings.
RECORDS and PICE SECTION
Maintains records and files





b for making copies of
drawings, tracings or doci
ts by Black and White,
blueprint, vandyke, photo
11th and photostat procesi
PBOTOORAPBIC SECTION
Provldss complete photograph-
ic service for the station.
Including public relations
pictures, pictures for tech-
nical Illustrations, color
photographs for special stud-
ies, process photography
(name plates, silk screens,





Asoleto n the epeclflcatlon
testing. and hsndllng or
tion bef rings. Act
tants on appllca-
tlons or Dlaetlce, paints,





Ac ts as consultants the
de sign procurement and
lepta wldlng
or any method or
-tin? Operates on exper-
u sntal tlng






nee or Engineering Technl-
lal Letters end Authorised
Deviations.
COMPOIFNTS SBCTIOI
Res pons lbl« Tor maintaining
lists or it .ndardleed and
prererred e iiHerclal compoD-
ent Items. Aaslsta design-
ers In sele ation or compon-
tlng or adequate
ins. Act aa con-
sultants on dealgo problems
Involving v
and assist nglneers In con-








etala including heat trea










as NOPI Standards to
e uniformity of prae-
n design and produc-
Interpreta Bureau of
ce Instructions and




Gath frrn 1 ifo •tuatlo n, writes
the :ext infl detei mines the
lllu technical
publlcatl Writers work
engi •lng c eslgn






with Section #1. Each
1b headed by a supervising
sdltor and staffsd with
wrltsrs.
Prepares Instructions and
specifications for all typet
of packaging and packing re-
quired to protect equipment
handled at this station.





Provldee technl eal direction
for of publica-
tlo is writing t. ilch cannot








assemblies, etc.. used to
Illustrate the texts or te
nicel books.
*

















in tec! test gear and makes
ecommendatlons for improve-
ents ',<i-< ] on field exper-
ence. Collaborates with
hs publication groups to
ichnlcal books
eld i
WRITING SECTION # 3
Have funct one Identlcal
with S (fl. Each Is
headed by a lalng
editor taffet with
writer
WRITING SECTION f k
Rave functions Identical
with Ssction 1. Each Is
headed by a supervising
editor and staffsd with
writ era.




the operation end orgtnlti
for the purooee of refine:
work eltuationn.
Obtains anc" annlytea nei








•secr-j data to deti
workload. From ouch













FUNCTIONAL DESIGN DIVI3IOH 920
Accomplishes the Initial phases of development
which establish and demonstrate the basis for
an lten meeting prescribed requirements:
Initiates studies and proposes new develop-
ent projects.
Delineates general performance requirements
Tor needed ordncnce Items.
Evaluates new Items at appropriate stages of
development end at completion of development.
Prepares basic design sketches and functional
specifications for new Items.
Conducts night testa to prove the feasibil-
ity and eutlablllty of basic designs.
Constantly analyses and evaluates all avail-
able equipment. Including foreign, for applica-
bility to naval use.
Studies and analyses new component Items and
new processes for use In fire control equipment
Provides consultant and technical review serv-
ices for the Engineering Department.
Maintains llaloon and assigns personal to
other divisions to effect continuity of effort
and assure efficient accomplishment of the sbovi
Performs technical analysis,
field night testing, draft-
ing and experimental shop






Engages In epeclallred prob-
lei analys a with emphasis
the acl< ncse of mathsmat-
,
phyelt s and optics.
jaj e mads available























type service for t le dlvl-
PRODUCT DESIGN DIVISION 930
Crltlcolly examines all detalle or functional
design both from the atandpolnt of product Im-
provement and produclblllty.
Strives fcrelmpll flcatlon and reduction Of
site without Jeopardy to funotlons.
Determines, specifies, and conducts testa
necessary to provs the performance and relia-
bility of rinal designs.
Makes maximum use of standard parts or com-
ponents where practicable.
Completely detallB end specifies sll require-
ments for producing and Inspecting the product,
from Individual parte through overall function-
al l fl
rx
through analysis and teat, the
leranoee snd variations pernio
etrlment to end product functi
1 equipment for teat and maln-






work at thle station and
ther activities. Advises






FUNCTIONAL DESIGN BRANCH $2}
computer appllcptlons. Ti
Included Analysis and syn
theele of components and
r:::;cTln
, DESIGN BRANCH 924
The function





Reviews product deelgns for
accuracy, functional sim-
plicity and produclblllty.
Checks the accuraoy and cod-
pletenese of all Engineering
Change Orders prepared in
the Product Design Division.
M0RX3H0P 3ECTI0I1
orkshop facilities
nel In support or
sign.
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN BRANCH 926
r.lcf.l design servlci
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN BRANCH 925
servomechanlams , magnetic
'.mj-llflere find packaged c.




tlon or models or
Assists engineers
_. ,
divisions by preparing and
screening material requisi-
tions for model and experi-
mental uee. Provides stor-
age facilities and aalntalo






Prepa ee final designs and
specifications Tor airborne
and radai computer
devlc s . Condu
that the 'lnal design















PflODW r :.:-. i ::!
BRANCH q^
Has functions similar to
or Branoh 933. Prln-
olple di Btlnctlon Is that
thle Iranoh handles work
which Is primarily aechanl-
cal a Bleotro-mechanlcal.
LH5_
Designs various kinds of
Bights such as lead comput-
ing, fixed and servo con-
trolled. Is also cognltan
of associated component!





for field teetlng and de-
signs neoessery field tsst
equipment for all Items
manufactured. Designs ex-
perimental test equipment
for testing of final design
models.
Furnishes supporting l
cal and consulting ae:
to the division.
PR0D0CTI0K SPECIALIST SECTIOI
Acts In consulting capacity
to design engineers on prob-
lems of produclblllty.
Studies designs and recom-
mends changes to reduce coet
standardize tooling or In
any way facilitate productlo
DRAFTING SECTION
Provides drafting service
required Tor design or
spsclal produ tlon test
equipment. Keeps drawings
up-to-date In accordance
with Engineer ng change






of models, experimental pr
cess work snd testing.
Constructs prototypss of
production test equipment
designed by. the Division.
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING DIVISION 9^0
Reviews product end associate* eoulpment dee
and performs necessary engineering services
producing ordnance Items:
Determines and implements design changes ti




e; develope new processes
Provides engineering services for repair and
overhaul programs.
Designs all speclol equipment required for
testing and inspection of products through all
stages or manufacture.




tlon schedule to essure







snd aaslgns personnel to
erreot continuity or effort




for produclblllty snd ede-
quscy. Initiates changes li
design to facllltste pro-
duction or effect economy.
ties end Quality De-
partments to assist In tne
solution of problems en-










: 1 Jan. 1956 Cha
lng tin-
vleee required for manufac-
turing and Inspecting fire
control Items Including radi
Prepares instructions for
use of these devices and thi
feotured. Supervisee the
construction snd callbratloi
of the Tlrst unit of tsst
equipment and assists pro-
duction personnel In
tabllsblng proper usage.
I adequate releases of
tlneerlng Information.





Quality Departments In the
olutlon or problems encoui
red In producing, over-
naullng, or Inspecting Tlr
control equipment.
ReTTe. gnl IBB ipeclll-
nsure complete
and sdequate releases of
engineering Information.
Initiates changes In design
pedite
production or to reduce
Provides supporting
ring i vie to
1st the Production
Quality Departments In the
solution of problems encoun-
red In producing, over-
hauling, or inspecting fire
control equipment.
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
snd sdequate releases of
engineering Information.
Initiates changes In design
to facilitate and expedite





solution of problems en-
countered In producing, over










Quality Departments in 1
olutlon of problems »n-
ountared In producing, ov






PURPOSE; To summarize, for the purpose of analysis, the general as-
pects of the production planning and control function at the Naval
Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis, Indiana. To analyze the production
planning and control function for the purpose of procedures improve-
ment.
SCOPE ; Since the function being analyzed is accomplished for the most
part in the Industrial Department, primary emphasis will be placed on
the methods and procedures employed in that department. Other de-
partments are considered as their functions relate to the performance
of the production planning and control function in the Industrial De-
partment. The following organizational segments will be considered
as contributing to the performance of this function;






In addition to the above internal groups, the following external






Since the management bureau acts in a dual role of the "Home Office"
and as the "Major Customer," the two categories above are used to dis-
tinguish between these roles. Certain aspects of this dual role will
be discussed in greater detail under Long Range Planning .
In order to analyze the overall characteristics of production
planning and control, the following functional areas have been arbi-
trarily selected for individual analysis:
(1) Long Range Planning
(2) Bid Preparation
(3) Initiation of Production
(4) Manufacturing Planning




"Long Range Planning" - The design of future operations based on
anticipated workload projected for a period of years.
"Production Planning" - The design of future production operations
based on know or proposed workload. For the purpose of this discussion,
production planning will be considered the first step in Production
Control.
"Production Control" - Will be considered as a series of four
successive steps:
1st Step...The determination of a standard of performance.









2nd Step...The recording of the actual performance corres-
ponding to the standard.
3rd Step...The comparison of the Standard and the Actual per-
formance and the determination of the Variance.
4th Step...The proper managerial action suggested by the
Variance.
LONG RANGE PLANNING: Since the major portion of the workload at NOPI
originates in the management bureau it is impossible to separate the
planning functions of the two activities. It is absolutely necessary
that the planning be based on the most complete information obtainable
regarding the production capabilities of NOPI and the anticipated pro-
duction requirements of the management bureau. Although the primary
mission of NOPI has been in the field of Aviation Ordnance, this
should not necessarily limit the utilization of the production capa-
bilities to this field. The method of presenting the production
capabilities should include the current load imposed on them by known
and proposed workload. The presentation should include the available
man-hours as well as the type of capabilities in as sufficient detail
as can be practically obtained and utilized.
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INITIATION OF PRODUCTION : This functional area includes the procedures
involved in the preparation of the Job Order. The Job Order is the
basic instrument authorizing the performance of work within the plant.
One or more Job Orders are issued upon receipt of an authorization
from a customer. The Job Order normally includes the following infor-
mation:
(a) Date
(b) Job Order Number (a four digit number)
(c) Accounting Information (Appropriation No., Expenditure Account
No., and Group No.
(d) Type of work (Repair, Modification, Manufacturing, Research, and
Development, or Miscellaneous.)
(e) Authority for issuance
(f) Control Department and Distribution
(g) An outline of the specifications
(h) Estimated Completion Date
(i) Originating and approving signatures
Chart 1-2 outlines thes« procedures in general. Part II of the project
includes the details of the Engineering Department and Methods Division
functions in greater detail.
BID PREPARATION : Chart 1-1 is a graphic representation of this func-
tion in general. Some of the exceptions to this procedure are as
follows:
(l) Drawings and specifications are sometimes available during
this phase of production planning.
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(2) Certain factors not known to the Industrial Department may
necessitate a revision of the schedule" or cost estimate as a result
of the review by the Engineering Department or the Planning Board,
(3) In some instances a proposal may originate at NOPI as a
result of internal action rather than as a result of the receipt of
a letter of inquiry from an external activity.
It is considered highly probable that the schedules and cost esti-
mates, which are submitted in many instances on the basis of very
limited information, are accepted and considered a valid standard of
performance when such validity is questionable. This situation could
be avoided to a certain extent by including in the proposal a state-
ment regarding the information which was available as a basis for the
estimates.
MANUFACTURING PLANNING; This area includes the procedures which are
carried out by the various departments upon receipt of the Job Order,
prior to the actual material procurement and manufacturing procedures.
Chart 1-3 shows the general procedures involved. Part II gives the
details of the preparation of the Process Routings. Part III gives
the details of the preparation of the Shop Order Kits. Part IV out-
lines the procedures in the preparation of the Production Breakdown
and Material Screening.
MATERIAL PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES ; Chart 1-4 gives a broad view of
this function and Part IV of the project contains the details involved.
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MANUFACTURING PROCEDURES: Chart 1-5 shows the flow of information,
materials and products involved in the manufacturing function. Much
of the detail of this function has been omitted except as it affects
the production planning and control function. Part IV includes the
details of the Progress Branch and Material Control Section.
REPORTING PROCEDURES; Chart 1-6 shows some of the major internal and
external reporting functions. Most of these functions are for the pur-
pose of providing a record of actual performance and in some instances
provides information concerning a standard of performance. For further
detail see STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE and REPORTING ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
in following sections.
STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE: The standards of performance which provide
a basis for comparison with actual performance are listed below:
(1) Established by Customer:
(a) Drawings and Specifications - A standard of "what?" is
to be produced,
(b) Project Authorization - A standard of "how much?" money
is to be expended on "how many?" of the product, and
"who?" is to produce.
(c) Acceptance of delivery date - A standard of "when?" pro-
duction will be accomplished.
(2) Established by Planning Board
(a) Job Order - A standard for internal performance based on
standards established by the customer.
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(3) Established by Engineering Department:
(a) Drawings and Specifications - A standard for the Indus-
trial Department based on an interpretation of the
customer's standard of "what?" is to be produced.
(b) List of Parts and/or material - A standard for the In-
dustrial Department, Quality Department and the Supply
Department for the procurement and inspection of
material.
(c) Engineering Technical Letters, Engineering Change Orders
and Authorized Deviations - The documents which authorize
a change in standards of "what?" is to be produced.
(U) Established by the Industrial Department:
(a) Process Routings - A standard prepared by the Methods
Division for "How?" production is to be accomplished by
the Manufacturing Divisions, and "how long?" each
operation should require.
(b) Shop Order Kits - A standard of "when?" production is
to be accomplished and a means of transmitting a summary
of other established standards. The standard of "when?"
indicates only the month in which work is to be accom-
plished.
(c) Daily and Hourly Schedule - A standard set by the Manu-
facturing Divisions for individual work.
REPORTING OF ACTUAL PERFORMANCE:
(l) By Industrial Department:
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(a) Labor Distribution Card - A weekly record of each in-
dividual's performance. The number of regular and over-
time hours are recorded daily and identified with the
appropriate Work Measurement Code, Account No., Sub-
Account, Job Order, Job Order Item, and Shop Order No.
The cards are forwarded to the Machine Records
Division of the Comptroller Department and the numbers
of hours are translated into costs and summarized ac-
cording to various categories for accounting and control
purposes. Reports by category are forwarded to the
Accounting Division and Production Control.
(b) Relieve Custody Form - An indication of the completion
of production and the transfer of finished goods from
the Industrial to the Supply Department.
(c) Job Order Completion Notice - A notice of the completion
of a Job Order.
(d) Copy of Shop Order Kit - A record of "how?" work was
performed and "how long?" it took for each operation.
(2) By the Supply Department:
(a) Material Expenditures - A record of the material issued
to and returned by the Industrial Department, identified
with appropriate Job Order and Item No. and other
accounting information. Reports are forwarded to the
Machine Records Division and are compiled weekly in the
same manner as the labor charges.
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(b) Notice of Finished Goods Available for shipment.
(3) By Quality Department:
(a) A report of rejected and accepted products.
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TITLE OF APPROPRIATION AND SUBHEAD APPROPRIATION » SUBHEAD SYMBOL
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OFFICE PERFORMING ALLOTMENT ACCOUNTING (This data must be provided)




Authority is hereby granted to incur obligations in an amount not to exceed the TOTAL
authority contained herein. When allotments are granted for more than one quarter,
amounts authorized for other than the current quarter WILL NOT be taken up until
the first day of applicable quarter. PREVIOUS TOTAL
REFERENCE
NEW TOTAL





(See reverse wide for instructions in issuing project order)
ORDERING DEPARTMENT OR COMPONENT
AOORESS






ESCRIPTION OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONS (If additional space is reuuired. use Supplemental Data Section on
vse side hereof or attach additional sheets)
ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION




OBJECT STATION NUMBER AMOUNT
2ERTIFY THAT THIS ORDER IS PLACED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE ACTS OF JUNE 5, 1920 AND JULY 1, 1922 (41 USC 23)
/D DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROJECT ORDER REGULATIONS. WORK TO BE PERFORMED AND MATERIAL TO BE PROCURED PURSUANT TO THIS ORDER
k PROPERLY CHARGEABLE TO THE APPROPRIATION OR OTHER ACCOUNTS INDICATED ABOVE UNTIL , THE EXPIRATION
IFE OF THIS PROJECT ORDER. FUNDS IN THE AMOUNT INDICATED ABOVE HAVE BEEN OBLIGATED ON REC^DS ofo^DER ^DEPARTMENT.
IAND TITLE OF AUTHORIZING OFFICER SIGNATURE
JE ABOVE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE SATISFACTORY AND ARE ACCEPTED.
EXCEPTED NAME AND TITLE OF ACCEPTING OFFICER
N FORM A\\J\ NOV 50 ** I
SIGNATURE
INSTRUCTIONS
This form is intended for use by military depart-
ments in placing project orders with installations
within the Department of Defense.
ITEM 1 - Date of project order or amendment.
ITEM 2 - Name and address of ordering department
or component.
ITEM 3 - Number ass igned to project order by order-
ing department or component for control purposes.
ITEM 4 - Number assigned to project order amendment
by ordering department or component for control
purposes. Formal amendments shall be numbered con-
secutively.
ITEM 5 - Name, address, and station number of per-
forming installation.
ITEM 6 - Instructions for place, date and method
of delivery, if applicable. Where additional space
is required for these instructions, use Supple-
mental Data Section.
ITEM 7 - Full description of the work ordered
(thia may be incorporated by reference) and such
other instructions as conditions of inspections;
shipping, packing and marking instructions; etc.
Dse Supplemental Data Section or attach additional
sheets, if necessary. Limitations, if any, appli-
cable to the appropriation or other accounts re-
levant to this order are shown in the Supplemei
Data Section below.
ITEM 8 - Insert in these spaces the complete
counting classifications chargeable and the amo
obligated by the ordering department or compon
'
for the work ordered (the block entitled "all
ment" ia to be uaed only when the ordering depa
sent ia actually citing an allotment accoun
ITEM 9 - Insert in the spaces provided, the expi
tion date of the project order; the name, ti
and signature of officer, or his authorized rep
sentative, controlling or having responsibil
for the administration of the funds cited on
project order or amendment. If authorizing off
is other than one having fiscal responsibi
the ordering department must have on file, as
port to the certificate, a written statement





ITEM 10 - The performing installation shall in]
cate acceptance in this space. Duplicate, bear |
acceptance date, name, title and signature of
cepting officer shall be returned to the ordetl
department or component. If the performing inal
lation is unable to accept the project order,
shall return promptly the original project or
form to the ordering office with appropriate '
planat ion.
ElUEST for performance of work
nbMPT FORM 140 (4-54)
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hltATION ALLOTMENT OR PROJECT ORDER NO. DATE OF PROJECT ORDER PRIORITY
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JOB ORDER NO.
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MONTHLY REPORT OF CHARGES TO:
IS REQUESTED THAT THE FOLLOWING WORK BE PERFORMED AND DELIVERED AS INDICATED BELOW, WITH THE CHARGES, AND UNDER THE
ITIONS STATED ABOVE.
SIGNATURE
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE MANUFACTURING AND ENGINEERING CONTROL FUNCTIONS
A, Manufacturing Methods Division (250) -
A broad statement of functions -
The Division is organized with the basic functions and personnel
as shown by the Organization charts 2AF and 2AS. It is primarily
charged with the preparation and maintenance of the process
routing (machining and assembly) and with the programs to increase
production through improved methods. The routings prepared by
this Division are used by the shops to machine or assemble the
parts. The machines listed in code are used by the Planning
Branch of the Production Control Division to chart the machine
load in the shops; the estimated time on the routing is used for
calculating the man hours load in the shops, also for long range
planning. The routings and other processing information are for-
warded at the request of the Bureau of Ordnance to various vendors
bidding on Navy contracts and are used as a guide by these ven-
dors in setting up their production lines. The Division Head
works directly with the vendors assisting them with production
problems.
Breakdown of Functions at Branch Level -
The Division is comprised of five branches: Machine Tool Pro-
cessing (251), Assembly Processing (252), Cost Estimating (253),
Methods Records (254), and Manufacturing Development (255). The
functional operations and the responsibilities of each branch
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will bo discussed as follows:
1. Machine Tool Processing Branch (251)
a. The Manufacturing Methods Division, through the Planning
and Estimating Supervisor, is responsible for the pre-
paration and maintenance of the process routings on all
machined parts for new, repair or experimental projects.
This includes the method of manufacture to be followed by
the machine shops and the fabrication of the parts in the
most precise and economical manner using the existing
facilities of Production Control Division, Tool Design
Branch, and Tooling Shops of the Tooling Division, Plating,
Painting and Heat Treat Shop of Machining Division and
Assembly Division.
b. Parts lists and Engineering drawings for project job
orders are released by the Engineering Department to the
Manufacturing Methods Division by use of an Engineering
Technical Letter (ETL). Detailed drawings are forwarded
to the Machine Tool Processing Branch for preparation of
routing for manufacture,
c. From the breakdown sheets which list the quantity of parts
required, quantity of parts on hand and quantity to be
made along with the size and type of material ordered for
each part, the work is assigned to the Planner and Esti-
mator with instruction as to the type routing required.
This information comes to the Planner and Estimator from
the Manufacturing Records Branch (254) by means of a
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breakdown card accompanying the Routing Jacket. The
quantity to be manufactured has a great bearing on the
type of routing processed. In cases of a small quantity,
the parts are made in the most economical manner with as
few tools as possible* If large quanities of parts are
to be manufactured, a very detailed routing with numerous
tools and gages may be required. Outside contractors who
bid on jobs get these routings as part of the job. How-
ever, since they are generally made for small quantities
and for the tools available at NOPI, they usually have to
be revised by the contractor.
d. The process routing is written for each part to be machined
and outlines in detail each operation to be performed in
the proper sequence necessary to fabricate parts to exact
requirements of the drawing. All machine tools and gages
required for each operation, together with the machines or
equipment to be used are listed, and the organizational
segment in which the work is to be performed is designated.
Tool design and manufacture orders are written for special
tools and gages as specified on the process routings.
e. The type of equipment manufactured, repaired, or modified
is: precision, mechanical, electronic airborne fire con-
trol equipment, gunsights, radar, bomb directors, bomb-
sights, computers, and component parts.
f. Practically all types of tools and gages used in the
Machine Shops are ordered by personnel of the Machine Tool
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Processing Branch, For example: drill jigs, milling
fixtures, dies (all types), welding fixtures, nobbing
fixtures, lathe fixtures, standard gages and special
testing gages, and fixtures usually designed around the
equipment to be tested,
g. After releasing the routings to the shops for production,
changes may become necessary for any one of the following
reasons: Engineering change dimensions or materials, se-
quence of operation, type of machine, tooling, gages, or a
change in routing,
h. The process routings must be kept up-to-date at all times,
since failure to incorporate an Engineering change at the
proper time would result in costly waste of material and
unnecessary operational expense,
i. This branch is responsible for the control of all casting
molds, patterns, etc. for the manufactured parts. They
recommend a vendor to the Supply Department and also in-
clude information for inclusion in the purchasing con-
tract. This branch also keeps track of all molds and
patterns when sent from NOPI to an outside contractor,
j. This branch orders checks and approves all special tool
and gage orders,
k. See Chart II-A and enclosures for an analysis of forms
used,
1, Assembly Processing Branch
a. The Manufacturing Methods Division, through the Planning
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and Estimating Supervisor, is responsible for assembly-
processing necessary to accomplish the assembly, cali-
bration and final test of new production, maintenance,
repair or modernization of mechanical and electrical
fire control equipment, through the proper use of the
existing facilities. This branch is responsible for the
coordination of all industrial control problems pertaining
to assemblers, for example: tooling, calibration, testing,
layout, to assure that the finished product is completed
to the Engineering Specifications.
b. Engineering information is forwarded to this branch in the
form of: Project Orders, Drawings, Engineering Technical
Letters, Specifications, and Engineering Change Letters.
c. The projects must be studied in order to determine the best
production procedure. Requests for Production Orders, in
the form of memoranda, are written by this branch to the
Material Control Section of the Production Control Division
and outline in general the action to be followed for each
subassembly, for example: "Purchase or assemble at this
plant." The memoranda are supplementary to the Production
Breakdown Sheets, which indicate the availability of parts
or sub-assemblies.
d. A Flow Chart is prepared as a guide to assist the Scheduling
and Expediting Sections of the Production Control Division.
e. A routing is written for each subassembly and outlines in
detail the operations to be performed in the proper sequence,
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the shop in which they are to be performed, machines and
equipment required, small tools, special tools, test
equipment, special instruments, and all references
(drawings, specifications, Engineering Technical Letters),
necessary to arrive at the correct results.
f • Design and Make Orders are written for special tools,
gages and testing and calibrating equipment which is fre-
quently accompanied by sketches showing the desired fea-
tures to be incorporated into designs. These may be
electrical, mechanical, optical or a combination of either
or all.
g. Bench and assembly layouts are made and submitted to the
Industrial Facilities Division.
h. Types of fire control instruments processed have been listed
previously. Types of assembly tools, calibration and test
equipment conceived and ordered are numerous, for example:
turn tables, circuit analyzers, collimators, bombsight
tools, dummy indicators (both train and elevation), ele-
vation calibrators, cycling systems, static dynamic test
fixtures and equipment.
i. See Chart II-B and enclosures for analysis of forms used.
3. Cost Estimating Branch
a. The Manufacturing Methods Division, through the Planning
and Estimating Supervisor is responsible for the prepar-
ation of the cost estimates and proposals, the establish-
ment of standard time for process routings. This time is
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used in the allocation of labor (man hours), for scheduling
and long range production planning. These duties pertain
to the manufacture, repair, maintenance and modernization
of fire control equipment through the proper use of existing
facilities.
Proposals of Preliminary Estimes
A proposal is prepared for a new or proposed task
of manufacture or repair for various equipment
previously listed. The basis for proposal cost
of a new project is established by visualizing
the task in terms of ultimate production. Usually
this is extremely difficult because there is no
detailed information, such as drawings, specifi-
cations or engineering data for reference.
b. When firm estimates are requested, parts lists, drawings and
specifications are provided by the Engineering Department.
The cost estimator, with the information received, visualizes
the design of patterns, tools, test equipment, and assigns an
estimate together with operational, material and packing
costs, prepares a Cost Estimate and Scheduling Form, computes
the man hours required in each organizational segment, then
forwards the estimate to the Scheduling Section of the Pro-
duction Control Division.
c. All process routings are forwarded to this branch for es-
tablishment of set-up and operational time. The various
operations are studied for the motion an operator must make
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to complete the set-up. The speeds and feeds, together
with the amount of stock to be removed, are computed into
time values and the standard time is set accordingly. The
standard time is used in the preparation of Production
Shop Kits, in cost accounting and in scheduling,
d, A complete file, Cost Records Cards, is kept active on costs
of all parts and materials purchased at this plant. These
are to be used in making estimates and supplying cost control
information,
e. See Chart II-C and enclosures for an analysis of forms used.
4, Methods Records Branch
a. The Manufacturing Methods Division, through the File Super-
visor, is responsible for the efficient operation of this
branch. This branch prepares and maintains files and records
necessary to receive, record and distribute all Engineering
data issued by the Engineering Department to the Industrial
Department for manufacturing purposes,
b. All technical data is received, filed, recorded and dis-
tributed by this branch. Also, this branch is responsible
for: initiating, recording and distributing all routing
folders, the assigning of SA numbers to tool orders, re-
cording the tool number, removal and disposition of obsolete
technical materials from the various files in the branch.
Material includes drawings, parts lists, routings, Engi-
neering Technical Change Letters and revisions,
c. See Chart II-D and enclosures for an analysis of forms used.
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5» Manufacturing Development Branch
a. The Manufacturing Methods Division, through the Leadingman,
Modelmaker, is responsible for providing an accessible work
area for the Planners and Estimators of this division to
actually prove new routings by assembling components prior
to the release of the routings to the Production Divisions.
This branch is to be responsible for the evaluation of
existing routings and assisting in solving "in process"
production difficulties. The branch will evaluate tooling
on new jobs and recommend changes as required. It will
also assist the Tooling Division in proving tools before
they are put into production. A new process will be
evaluated and developed from a production standpoint. The
branch will also be an additional source of information as
to the quantity of tools, test equipment and special
machinery required to meet production schedules. The
branch will manufacture preproduction models with the
cooperation of the Industrial and other departments.
b. The manufacture of preproduction models permits the Planners
and Estimators to prepare a routing as exact and as simple
as possible; manufacturing difficulties can be detected
during this phase and solutions can be recommended. This
will greatly reduce the quantity of Engineering Changes
after the job is put into production. It will also reduce
production delays in both tooling and manufacturing with
the result that the Industrial Department will be much more
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efficient. A minimum number of units will be manufactured
in this branch. These units, after being properly tested,
will become part of the production and not samples or
models. The branch will coordinate and be responsible for
the manufacture required on joint Engineering and Industrial
or Research Job Orders, for example: 74801-2996.
c. The work performed by this branch has a direct effect on
all production work in the plant. It gives the design
engineer an opportunity to see the manufacturing difficulties
prior to release of a project to the industrial shops. This
will result in simpler design and provide a more efficient
method of getting the job done.
d. The work performed in this branch is in the field of elec-
tronics, electrical, mechanical assembly, machine tool and
tooling. Technical information must be presented on a
variety of subjects to the Planners and Estimators. The
branch must assist the Planners and Estimators with any of
their problems, such as machining or assembly, so far as
possible, within the facilities of the branch. Also, it is
the responsibility of the branch to initiate purchase of
material and parts for the manufacturing of parts or assem-
bly on these preproduction models. On all tasks assigned
to the branch, they must be planned and scheduled to obtain
the desired information prior to shop production. Technical
decisions must be made to assist manufacturing. The inter-
pretation of all types of drawings and test specifications
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is required. The testing of units after final assembly
is necessary.




B. Engineering Department (900)
The Engineering Department is organized and administered according
to Organization Charts 9 (F) and 9 (S). A large portion of NOPI's
mission is in the engineering design of equipment as well as techni-
cal cognizance over outside contracts issued for the production of
airborne fire control gear. The brief description of the adminis-
tration procedures of the Engineering Department which follows is
to explain the preparation and functions of information which the
Industrial Department uses in their planning, scheduling, ordering,
and manufacturing procedures,
1. The Standards Manual is originated, controlled and maintained by
the Engineering Department (Div. 913) • Its purpose is to control
the standardization of the drafting, design, engineering pro-
cedures and shop practices used at NOPI. The first section on
Engineering Procedures of the Drafting Section lists the func-
tions, description, preparation of all engineering data such
as ETL's, ECO's, AD»s, etc, which the Industrial Department uses
as authority to begin their planning, scheduling, ordering and
manufacturing procedures. Since the type of information flowing
between the Engineering Department and the Industrial Departments
is very dynamic and non-repetitive, much use is made of person-
to-person contacts by the project engineers, and by informal
letters and memoranda. The few stereotyped forms which they do
use are discussed as follows:
a. Engineering Change Orders (ECO) are used to execute changes
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to finished and fully authenticated BU Ord drawings, lists
of drawings and specifications under the cognizance of
NOPI. ECO's are official documents and may become part of
drawings, LD's in applications outside of NOPI. An SCO is
generally originated by a project engineer in section 930
or 940, It is authenticated and then forwarded to the
ECO Unit, for a number assignment, typing, reproduction
and distribution. It is not delayed by waiting for prints,
LD or other documents. The originating project engineer is
responsible too, for its accuracy, completeness and any
necessary concurrence and advance notification to the Pro-
duction Control Division etc.
b. Engineering Technical Letters (ETL) are used to perform
the following functions:
(1) To release drawings, Lists of Drawings (LD's),
LDN (LD's at NOPI only) specifications, 0rdnanc«
Pamphlets,
(2) To assign serial numbers.
(3) To provide, supplement or release engineering in-
formation not concerning drawing deviations.
(4) To authorize contract modifications not concerning
drawing deviations.
ETL's are official documents and can be distributed to Bu
Ord. vendors and contractors when necessary. These ETL's
can be used for:
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(1) An initial release.
(2) Partial release for procurement of parts.
(3) Release of old technical information to new JO.
(4) Providing information on technical items.
(5) Assignment of serial numbers.
ETL's are originated by the project engineer, authenti-
cated by the division head and then sent to the ETL unit
for a number assignment, typing, reproduction and distri-
bution.
c. Authorized Deviations (AD) are issued by the Engineering De-
partment to permit all non-conformance to any Bu Ord con-
tractor drawing, LD or specification in the Active Files.
An AD may be issued against an item or part anytime prior
to performance of a production operation which will cause
the item or part to deviate from its drawing. They are
originated and handled as are ECO's and ETL's. Acceptance
of an item or part, during or after production, which is
not in conformance with its drawing and any AD's or ECO's
issued against the drawing is authorized by means of a
waiver issued by the Quality Department, with the concur-
rence of the Engineering Department.
d. A List of Drawings (LD) is a tabulation of Ordnance drawing
numbers, LD numbers and part identification numbers - each
with its corresponding title, name or description - and a
listing of necessary materials, shipping equipment, inspection
and testing equipment, pertinent specifications and other data.
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A ID serves as a parts list. LD's are prepared locally by
Section 930 (section 940 originates spare parts LD's) or
by other Bu Ord activities for all items of Ordnance
material bearing a MK and Mod or equivalent designation
(AN) and also for assemblies when their complexity or re-
peated use makes it advantageous. All LD's are released by
an ETL.
e. The Drafting Request is originated by the project engineer.
It is used as a blanket request for drafting work on an* en-
tire group of drawings, on only one drawing, for obtaining
a number for a List of Drawings (LD), a Bu Ord drawing or
sketch. Any drawing not covered by a Job Identification
Number or released by an ETL requires a Drafting Request.
f. See Chart II-F and enclosures for an analysis of forms used.
2. The Records and Files Section (911) distributes all ETL's, AD's,
ECO's together with copies of drawings, LD's and specifications.
It is responsible for avoiding duplicate distribution of copies
previously issued on any other JO. This section also is charged
with all reproduction of drawings, etc, and accomplishes this by
a Reproduction Requisition when not covered by an original Job
Order. It is charged with the storage and distribution of all
technical manuals and instructions. This branch keeps track of
all the master drawings on Engineering Division Receiving and
Distribution Record Cards. All outgoing classified documents
are sent with a Document Transmittal Receipt.
3. The Materials and Standards Branch (913) functions as a con-
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suiting and coordinating group on problems and specifications,
applications of materials (Raw Material Substitution Requests)
and control of anti-frictional bearings. The personnel of this
branch is consulted when the assigned project engineer is lacking
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Froai Head, Assembly Processing Branch
To 1 Head, Shop Scheduling Unit
SubJ: PJO 3330-1, LD 3133-10} Kits for
1. Listed below are the assembly part numbers with their break-
down item numbers, along with tha assambly flow chart for convert-
ing Trail Torque Amplifier CP66 to CP66A.
Part No. Description P.B.D. Item No.
777162 Gear Box Sub-Assy. 1
1391610 MA Gear Sub-Assy. —
.
1391613 MA Gear Sub-Assy. —
1391616 M/T Gear Sub-Assy. —
.
1391622 X/T Plates Sub-Assy. —
777193 Gear, Cams Sub-Assy. 21
86561$ Roller & Pivot Sub-Assy. 29
II6706I4 Brush Insulator Assy. 38
Includes
1167081
1291U27 Contact Gear Assy. 56
1167037 Pivot Contact Term. Sub-Assy. 53
12911*26 Gear & Slip Ring Assy. 62
1167101* Slip Ring Assy. (Purchased) —
1179337 Gear ?* Stud Assy. 71
1391620 Pin Sub-Assy. 77
1391633 Clutch Sub-Assy. 31
10u58?l Pressure Plate Sub-Assy. 93
Includes -
10U58&«
10^5692 Pressure Plate Sub-Assy. 96
Includes
10U588U
1391555 Coupling Sub-assy. 99
R. H. 3HITB
Copy to j
Head, Assembly Division (2)
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ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEDULING FUNCTION
A. Planning Branch
The specific duty of the Planning BranchTis to direct the ac-
tivities of the Scheduling and Material Control Sections. Responsi-
bilities include the following?
1. Master planning and scheduling of all phases of those
Project Orders which are assigned to the Industrial
Department
•
2. Planning for, and scheduling of tools, parts, sub-
assemblies, and final assemblies as required on Project
Orders assigned to the Industrial Department.
3» Ordering and storing raw materials and finished parts
in order to supply production orders to comply with the
completion and delivery date of the master schedule.
4* Preparation and submission of reports and charts re-
flecting the overall plant load and production schedule
to Management and BuOrd.
5. Submission to Management of those reports which show
efficiency of Shop performance and progress.
As shown in the Functional Chart of the Industrial Control
Divisions, the Planning Branch is given the following functions:
"Coordinates Scheduling and Material Control Section activities.
Assists in the formulation of policy concerning plant ability
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to absorb load. Recommends future action to be taken, in-
creasing or decreasing direct labor complement. Advises
type of work required to maintain plant load. Handles
special assignments concerning the need for production
statistics not normally available.
B. Scheduling Section
As described in the Functional Chart of the Industrial Control
Divisions, the functions of this section are shown to be to:
"Coordinate the Master Scheduling and Shop Scheduling
activities. Provide statistical information concern-
ing these functions not prepared in a routine manner.
Establish policy to meet current scheduling needs of
manufacturing divisions."
More generally, this section is responsible for all phases of
scheduling of Project Orders assigned to the Industrial Department
as follows:
1. Over-all scheduling of projects and phases of projects
which may be assigned to the Industrial Department.
2. Detailed planning and scheduling of tools, individual
parts, sub-assemblies, and final assemblies.
3» Preparation of Production Schedules.
4. Preparation and maintenance of manload charts, fore-
cast of monthly productive labor, machine load charts,
etc.
5» Review of the accuracy of all productive labor charges
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relative to job order, shop order, etc., as well as
accumulating labor costs and reporting excessive
charges for manufacturing individual parts and as-
semblies.
6. Policing of the over-all plant schedule in the Assem-
bly and Machining Department to prevent the develop-
ment of bottlenecks. Any such findings form the
basis for sub-contracting work, or rescheduling be-
fore the schedule is missed.
7. Check all correspondence, charts, which leave
Scheduling for errors in accuracy and judgment.
8. Develop procedures and policies for special work as-
signments assigned by Planning. These generally fall
into the category of such items such as special
scheduling problems and future work loads.
C. Master Scheduling Unit
This unit "Provides master scheduling on an overall, long range
basis at the project order level. Determines where new project orders
may fit into the overall schedule. Develops production charts and
progress reports."
More specifically, the duties and functions entail the following
functions:
1. Establish the schedules for all projects which are as-
signed to the Industrial Department.
2. Prepare and submit to the Management and to BuOrd, re-
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ports and charts which reflect production schedules,
and overall plant load.
3. Develop and maintain visual load boards which show the
estimated labor hours required by Machining and
Assembly to meet the monthly schedules,
it. Develop and maintain visual load boards which indicate
the schedules and shipments of urgent Project Orders.
5« Special assignments concerning the feasibility of ac-
cepting work, availability of labor and labor require-
ments including consideration of required skills needed
to meet the demands of certain special tasks.
6. Review existing schedules to insure that shipping con-
ditions and requirements are being met.
D. Shop Scheduling Unit
"Provides detailed completion dates for each part, sub-assembly
and major assembly to be produced as outlined by the master schedule.
Maintains statistics concerning number of man hours loaded, material
available for production and performance data. Maintains manload
information by shop section for Machining Division and overall load
for tooling and Assembly Divisions. Issues all shop orders."
A more detailed analysis of the functions of the unit shows that
it is responsible for the following duties:
1. Detailed scheduling of all component parts to be manu-
factured.
2 Scheduling of sub-assemblies, and final assemblies.
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3, Scheduling of design and manufacture of all tooling,
4* Preparation and reporting of Man Load Data,
5, Issue and release all shop order kits for the manu-
facture of individual parts, assemblies, and tooling.
6, Preparation of transfer papers for items manufactured
by the Industrial Department for routing from Project
Job Orders to Supply,
7» Prepare and maintain records of all transfers made
against manufacturing orders, withdrawals and return
of instruments and/or parts drawn for repair,
8, Prepare and submit reports of labor costs for all
shop orders of individual parts, sub-assemblies,
and final assemblies,
9, Compile data for the Machine Load Data, for incor-
poration on the Production Boards,
10. Prepare and submit the Monthly Production Schedule,
11, Special assignments relative to machine loads for
specific types of machines, special cost information,
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HOURS COMPLETED 1 WEEK
1
U.H. - UNSCHEDULED HOURS: S.H. = SCHEDULED HOURS
D/221 D/223
n/??5
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IShop 242 - All Stub Recquisitions Completed.
Shop 244 - All Stub Recquisitions Completed.
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PO 0ND. GREAT LAKES,
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9ND-NOP-1826 (Rev. 12-55)
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MATERIAL HANDLING PROCEDURES AND ANALYSIS
In any industrial situation, there are four criteria that provide
a yardstick by which one may measure the extent to which the organi-
zation is functioning properly and by which the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of the production control system may be determined. These four
criteria are:
1. Standard of Performance
2. Actual Performance
3. Variance of Performance
4. Management Decision and Action based on direction and
magnitude of variance.
This section presents the duties and responsibilities of the Production
Control Division (D/260) as delegated to the Material Control Section
(D-265) of the Planning Branch (D/261) and the Progress Branch (D/269).
This narrative with the accompanying charts IV 1-7, illustrate the pro-
cedures used at NOPI by indicating the type and quantity of information
that passes from one functional group to the next as a result of the
acceptance of a proposal and the receipt of a project authorization.
A. Material Control Section (D/265)
The Material Control Section is, in itself, a small management group.
Its main function is to coordinate the operations of the three units
under its command. As coordinator, it is called upon to render such
decisions as may be required to solve any problems arising from the
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third criterion, variance of performance. As a result of this
position, there is a constant flow of informal information into
and from this office which is highly critical to the meeting of
production schedules wherein the availability of materials and/or
parts is concerned.
A more complete understanding of the responsibilities of the
Material Control Section can be obtained through the explanation and
illustration of the procedures and methods used to fulfill the stan-
dard of performance.
1. Requisition Unit (D/266)
The requisition unit is perhaps the most important or at least
does a greater volume of information handling than any of the
other units presented in this section. Reference to Chart IV-1
and following this narration provides a typical picture of the
red tape necessary to provide satisfactory production control.
The first concrete action, taken by this section on a job
order is initiated upon receipt of the List of Drawings, Sub-
Assemblies and Parts from the Methods Records Branch (D/264).
From this list, two steps are taken. First, the information is
transferred to a form known as Firm Requirement and Obligation
of Material, hereafter known as the Material Screening Form.
The purpose of material screening is to determine the availability
of materials. Hence it is sent to the Production Stores (wire-
crib) if wire and/or sleeving is required. The Wire Crib screens
for the wire requirements and obligates available wire to the
listed job number, files one copy and returns the remaining (3)
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copies to the Requisition Unit. Wire deficiencies are noted
and the appropriate Stub Requisitions are initiated to ful-
fill the requirements. Meanwhile the receipt of the Material
Screening Form produces a search by the Supply Department to
determine what materials and parts are available in the supply
system and indicates any Casualtyitems, and the obligation of
parts and materials available. When such Casualty items exist,
the Materials and Standards Branch and Methods Records Branch
are informed and jointly discuss and approve or make further
recommendations. Upon completion of this initial screening
process the Cost Estimating Branch is notified of the final re-
sults.
During the above procedure, material requirement specialists
have taken the second step in the sequence. They have made a
production breakdown from the List of Drawings, Sub-as serablies
and Parts. This breakdown provides the Supply Branch (612) with
the task of screening for all listed raw materials and obli-
gating those available o Here again, Supply can make material
substitution offers which in turn are reviewed and approved or
changed by Engineering (913) and the Machine Tool Processing
Branch (D/251). The Requisition Unit reviews the breakdown and
determines whether to make or buy unavailable parts. Supply
must then screen for and, if available, obligate raw materials
for make-parts. With this phase completed, the materials and
parts are requisitioned through the Supply Department on the
appropriate forms depending on date required. All requisitions
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pertaining to bearings are referred to Materials and Standards
Branch (913)* mouldings and castings are referred to Machine
Tool Processing, and to all items are priced by Cost Esti-
mating Branch (D/253). Requisition Unit records information
and Supply then procures the material so requisitioned. This
completes the first phase of material control, that of ini-
tiating the procurement.
The second phase controlled by the Requisition Unit is that of
preparing for receipt of the ordered materials or parts. From
the Production Breakdown, three types of Stock Record Cards are
prepared. The first, yellow in color, indicates assemblies;
the second, white and four copies, indicates machine tool parts;
and the last, white and two copies, indicates commercial and
available parts. The copies are sent to the appropriate per-
sonnel with the originals of all three going to Assembly Control
Section (D/272). It is on these originals that the status of
available and ordered parts is kept. Coinciding with the
screening process, the Master Scheduling Section (D/263) dis-
seminates the Internal Schedule for Production Control indi-
cating the due dates of the various control items and production
requirements. This schedule sets the pace and provides for co-
ordination of operations. As in many industrial facilities,
producing new designs, there are numerous changes made even be-
fore the first part has been assembled. These changes come to
the Requisition Unit for incorporation in the product and re-




cedures. These changes often require material substitutions as
before and results in the origination of the Raw Material Sub-
stitution Order to accompany previously completed control com-
ponents. This order is disseminated through the Manufacturing
Methods Division and Shop Scheduling Unit.
The third and final phase of procurement control is that of
follow-up once the material and parts commence to arrive. The
part played in this phase by the Requisition Unit is primarily
of a passive nature until such time as the job is finished,
cancelled or otherwise disposed of, producing excess materials
or parts under obligation. The passive action consists of
being the recipient of a Purchased Parts Shortage List and a
Shop Parts Shortage List from the Progress Branch. These are
filed for future reference. At the termination of production
activities on the specific job order, Stock Control is requested
to furnish a listing of materials available and obligated in
NIF inventory for this job order so that the disposition of
materials may be determined, and to release from obligation
all obligated materials other than NIF-NOP and NIF. When the
disposition of the materials and parts in NIF Inventory has
been determined, the Stock Control Branch is directed to change
the indicated job orders and relieve the obligations. The main
responsibilities of the Requisition Unit are terminated with
this disposition. of materials and/or parts.
2. Production Stores Unit (D/267)




MfiNUPACTURfNG Methqps Di\/isn*>* (D/sfo)
(1) List of Drawings, Sub- Assembles and Parts [Z5^H]
(21 M at en-. I Screening [Ca.su.alty Items Approved] [251]
(J) Estimate ofMan Hoars & Costs [2-53]
O) Stu o Requisition [ Return mj after pricing] [£53]
(8> Stub Requisition [ C.red,t1[Petttmms after postin3][ S S3]
Material Control Section
d/zgf
Production Stoics (WiraCrib) (D/2G7)
(3) Materia I Screen.mj [vdire needs]
MfisreR. Scheduling Unit (D/ZG3)
(I) Internal Schedule For- Production Contra/
Supply DePAftTMENT (€00)
C3) Material Screening [Ql Z]
(1) production B reo. kdou/n [ 6'/ 2]
Q)M*t Jl &P«rts-Oblrj«*i»i re-Moffew]
(1) Memo-Oblii"t<°n:reli«f of [GUI]
Production Stores {Wine Cftie)(P/s>G7)
(_f) Materia. I Screening
16) Stub Rz°.utsit,cn [Credit]
MerHoos Recoups Bkamch (0/ZS~t)
ENGINEERING Co/VSULTAA/T
(2) Material Screening
Cosr EsritAAriNG Branch Wztt)
CD Estimate, Man HrS.&Co Sts
CI) Material Screening
(9) Stub Reautnt/on
(6) ST"b Requisition CCre4 , tj
Supply" Department- Branch (giz)
(Z) Material Screentno [Completed
3
(1) Production Breakdown [ fy fter 5 oe«") -
in$ and reser vi n<j parts aVai [able]
(1) Pf-oduct 10 n Break Jau/n. [Far- decision
make, or- buy]
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Requisition Unit (D/2.66)
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(¥) Material Scree nmq Form
(I) Product ion Brea k dowvn
W Stock Record Care! [Machine Tool Parts]
(»i) Stock Record Care/ I [Aanuf. Assemblies]
(2) Stock Record Card [Commerpia/S Al/ai /able Parts]
(9) Stub Requisitions [Use within 30 days]
(9) Stub Requisition [Usea$te~ So daysl [ Pi\. V= J
(33 Raw Material Substitution Order
(1) Memorandum - Obi iaa.tion ' relief of
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(I) Stock Record Card [Much. Too] OnjJ
CD Stock Record Card [MtutufAii'yOr,^]
CD Stock Record Card [Commer /a I On 9.]
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auction Stores Unit, also
called Finished Stores. Its
func-
tion is to receive and store
all parts manufactured by
NOPI
until such time as they are
called for by the Assembly Control
Section (D/272). Under its
cognizance is the Wire Crib and
its
related activities, which
are included 1. Chart I.-2,
which
provide the sa,e services
whenever wire or sleeving is
reared
by the assembly functions.
The Production Stores Unit
is the
first unit in this section
to come in actual contact
with the
materials or parts. Again, the
three phases of the procure-
ment cycle will be explained
and are illustrated on Chart
1,-2.
A. indicated, a ma3or
portion of the infection utilized
by
this unit is of an internal
nature. Such information as
lo-
cation of parts stored,
provisions for change of location,
and
receipts for temporary custody
of parts are indicated.
The Production Stores Unit
cogences its first contribution
for the initial phase
of procured contrel upon receiving




Upon completion of this
function the in-
fection is sent to the Position
Unit where proper action as
tafcen to precure the types
and amounts not available.
This as
the only contribution in








,ase since parts come




Xnvoic. into Stores as




through Scheduling, as to the status of the job order of the
delivered parts. This information is forwarded on to the In-
spection function. As parts come in to the Production Stores
area, they are accompanied by several parts of the Shop Kit.
With the part, comes the Master card on which has been indi-
cated the machining and labor hours required for the part as
required under the NIF system. AI30, with the part comes a Kit
"Greenie" containing inked-in entries and indicating the routing
of the part. This comes through the Inspection function as does
the Shop Kit "Pinkie" that serves to identify excess materials
or parts. The ordered parts are identified by a Shop Kit
Identification Card that is tied to the part or its container
Inspection also forwards the two remaining copies of the Raw
Material Substitution Order which are destroyed by Production
Stores after review. When Assembly Control needs a part, it
uses a Shop Kit Green Card with the ordering clerks initials,
as a local stub requisition. The Greenie is then returned to
the issuing clerk with the part so ordered. The card is so
marked as to provide the amount issued and balance. During
the process, any excess parts or materials are listed on the
Stub Requisition (Credit Memo) and the stub and parts are sent
to Inspection. The remaining action on a job order taken by
the Production Stores Unit is to date and initial the Close-Out





(i) Shop Hit MasterCard jfj\ach.<* Ass'y
Scheduling Section (D/2G2)
(J) Close -Out Approva.1
Requisition Unit (.D/BGG)
(H) Mate ria I Screemn j [ jV/re Cr i bj
Progress Branch (P/2G9)
(5) Memo Invoice. Into Stores [cp. 5-$)
Shop Scheduling- Unit (p/zW)
(1) Shop Kit l Master CarJ]
Requisition uNIT (D/2GG)
(3) Materia I Screening [Wire /?e?W^sJ
Matermi Control Section
D/26S
Production Stores Unit {J>/2cr)
on Finished Stores Unit
Or'3"ia£es
(9) Stub Reoui^t/on LCredit]
(1) Supplement Form to Stub Requisition i f /featured
(1) Parts Location Chance
(I) Employee Custody Sheet
(1) Stores Quantity Record or B'i Card
(1) Locator File Card
(]) Stock Record Cu*-d
(J) Obi tgation Card
Assembly Control Sbction (q/272)
(1) Shop kit [Green Card -Local Re.<jutsi t ion J
Production Dispatching (D/270
rl) Shop Kit [Identification Card]
Assembly Control Section (D/272)
il") Shop Kit [ Green Ca.rd - local Requisition]
Inspection Department (H2I-H22)
(J) Shop Kit CF/nkCard - Excess Mat'lJ
(1) Snap Kit [Green Card- NOPI Parts]
(2) Raw Material S uh s i i tuition Order
Expediting Section (D/2 73)
(I) C lose - Out Approval
Inspection Department tf2l)
(8) Stub Requisition [Credit]
(S") Memo Invoice Into Stores [cp.S-3]
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3. Bar Stock Unit (D/268)
The function of this unit is to store semi-finished parts and
act as issuing facility for miscellaneous material handling
equipment or containers. This unit is more commonly referred to
as the Impounded or Semi-Finished Stock Unit. The parts usually
sent to this unit are those which having been partially completed,
have been ordered held up until further notice. In carrying out
this function it contributes little to production control efforts.
It does supply trays, etc. for small parts in process which is
entirely a supporting activity. The semi-finished or impounded
parts are brought in under a Memo Invoice into Stores and held
until further disposition is advised by the Production Dis-
patching Section. See Chart IV-3.
This completes the responsibilites of the Material Control
Section as it provides the material procurement, follow-up and
*







(3) N\er>\o Tn voice Into Stores
Bar Stock Ua/iT ( D/268)
iMfiouNQgo or Scm'i - Finish e D Stock
OriJ;ne»t«f
(3) Miscellaneous Materials anJ Supplies
(D Stock Record Carol
(1) Obi i<j<xttov) Care/
Machining or Assembly Division (0/220/2.30)
(1) Shop Kit [ Gredv Card With Parti
(1) Miscellaneous M ater/afs aid Supplies
Production Dispatch/ng Seenow (P/27/)
CI) Shop Kit [Green Card - local Rej&ttS' t ton]
Methods RecoRos Branch (p/25-«)
(.1) M i 5ce llaneau s Materials qhcJ Sup/o/iej/CVi*.}
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B. Progress Branch (D/269)
Attention is now focused upon the second branch of the Production
Control Division whose primary responsibility is to keep account of
the production progress or status and to take such action as is
necessary to meet proposed schedules. While the Progress Branch has
cognizance over its three sections, it does have a more active part
in the branch function than has the Material Control Section. Here,
the standards of performance are the proposed schedules, the actual
performance is measured by the ability to meet the proposed schedules,
and the variance is the difference between the proposed and actual
dates of completion. When a variance is present, this branch must
take remedial action or inform interested parties of the required
change
.
Chart IV-4 illustrates the function of the actual Progress Branch.
It is apparent that its main duties consist of overseeing the pro-
duction progress and material procurement progress through such
representative informational sources as the Master Progress Schedule,
the Purchased Parts Shortage List, and the Notice of Availability of
obligated material. It does, however, direct material into the
Production Stores and Semi-Finished Stock Units by dissemination of
the Invoice into Stores Memos. It also verifies the close-out
Approval before forwarding it to the Tooling Division.
1. Production Dispatching Section (D/271)
The very nerve center of the Progress Branch for controlling
machined parts production is located in this section. Its function

CHART IV-H-





(S) Memo Invoice Info Stores £ Cop , es ST- 9]
(3) Merio Ini/oicc Into Stores [Sz.-~i i -F/msheJ]
(I) Master Progress Schedule
TooLlNG Division* (D/2fO)
CD Close -Out Apf r o \/a 1
Production Stoubs (D/Z S 7)








(I) Pur-chased Parts 5 Jtor t a. <j e List
AsscMBir Control. Sectioh (D/272)
fl) Pur~ch*s9.d. Parts Shortage List
Expediting Section (P/273J
(1) Close -Out P\pprovo.l
Stock Controi Branch (€WJ
(1) Notice of Aw 1 lability of Obligated Mat'l
Semi- Finished StocK Unit (D/2Q9)
Ci)-M?rr\o Invoice Into Stores
Expediting Seerion (0/2-73)
(If Master Progress Sched ule
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is the coordination of the activities of the material procure-
ment and the use of the materials in the making of the parts re-
quired. This section's standard of performance is to have the
parts machined and ready for assembly at the proposed date
deadline. It then, must see to it that the foremen of the
Machining Division so schedule the work to their shops that the
machine parts reach assembly on the desired date. If there is
any variance that cannot be corrected, production will again be
slowed down. The prime tool used in routing and scheduling con-
trol is the Shop Kit. The Production Dispatching Section is the
keeper of the kits. A kit for each part to be made is received
from Shop Scheduling when material is available. One-half of
the kit is kept on the kit board and the other half is given to
the foreman with the drawings and routing. The supporting func-
tion of this section is to deliver materials and parts to their
destination. When the machinist reports for his routing and
drawings, the material is waiting to be delivered to his work
station. Similar procedure is followed for rework materials.
Upon the receipt of the Shop Kit (Assembly) signifying avail-
ability of parts, the Kit is split. The top half goes to the
Assembly Division with routings and drawings, while the last
half is sent to the Assembly Control Section kit board, trans-
ferring that phase of production control.
The follow-up function of the Dispatching Section consists of
including the Raw Material Substitution Order in the Shop Kit
concerned and seeing that the substituted material is on hand,

CHART IV -5
Methods Recoups Section (D/Z6~¥)
(2) Process Rout in*
(Z) Process Rout/r\<j J Cha'yjes and Dra^m^s
Shop Scheduling Section (D/261)
(3Z> Shop Hit [Ifand Uhe« M*feri«f Agitable]
(32> Shop H.t f/?euio^ Parts]
(Z> Ra.<*> Material Substitution Order
Machining- or Asien&Lr Division (P/zz°fc3o)
Drau/i-iQS [A% Required ]
(Z) RauJ Material Substitution Order
06) Shop Hit [Manufactured Parts]
(/6) ShopK,t [ Rework Mater { «\]




Product/ on Dispatching Section (D/2.71)
OriQ m at&s
(I) Shop Kit I Back of White Card When Job Completed]
(.1) Shop Hit LGree* Card - Canca.1 Fuvtds and Material Obl,oatioy\i]
Fries
(/G) Shop Kit LNOPl Manufactured Purts]
(i) Shop Parts Short aoe Z/st
(I) Shop Kit [ B"fi Card - JndiCaiin ' Cornplotion of JoZ>]
(Z) Process Routines - Ch<J>*jes and Drcui'mos
(1) Sh op Kit [ &ro^n Curd - Tool Disp°si't ion ]
Shop Scheduling Secriois (o/z$i)
(l) Shop Hit [Blue Card-Math. Load Complete]
Production Stores Unit (0/261)
fJ) Shop Hit [ Cream Card - Ic/enti ft Cation]
AsspmolY Control Section (D/jspi)
(1) Shop Parts Shortage List
Inspection Department (¥2
(1) Shop Hit I Buff Card -Completion]
(1) [Brown Card - Tool Disposition.]
(1) [3<ue Card- Machine load Co it, f let,a^
(11 [ Crea* CarJ - Uentl ficat /on]
(11 [ Gretn C and - Cance llation]
(OCWhiTc CarJ- Completion]
Assembly Control Section Wznz)
CiSj Shop Hit C For Assembly Control]
Expediting Section (P/Z73)
(1) Shop Hit flVh.Te Ca^J- Completion]
Stock Control Branch (&H1)
(X> Shop Kit [Gret-n Card- Cttncel Funds, etc.}
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and that routing changes are incorporated.
The completion duties are more extensive. They consist of
notifying the Tooling Division of the job completion for proper
tool disposition, notifying Shop Scheduling Section of job com-
pletion, sending the part and Kit Identification Card to Pro-
duction Stores when completed, and notifying the Stock Control
Branch to cancel funds and material obligations. All these
functions are done using a Shop Kit card of specified color*
See Chart IV- 5 • As for example, the white card is sent to the
Expediting Section for information transfer and then is des-
troyed. With the added responsibility of providing the delivery
and pick-up between all areas of the production facility; it is
clear that Production Dispatching is a major nerve center of the
plant.
2. Assembly Control Section (D/272)
This section is to the Assembly Division what the Production
Dispatching Section is to the Machining Division. Its primary
function and standard of performance is to coordinate the avail-
ability of parts with the Assembly Shop schedules. This section
is the part procurement agency for the Assembly Division. Parts
are ordered in two ways: NOPI or manufactured parts are re-
quisitioned from Production Stores by using a Shop Kit Greenie
with the assembly control clerks initials thereon. Parts are
ordered from Supply by using the Short Stub Requisition.
The Assembly Control Section also has a hand in the pro-




(i) Projected A Ssemkly Schedule.
Shop Scheduling Unit (D/2G*)
(2) RaivMater/q/ S u bst,t u tion Order [WithShopK.t]
(8) Stub Requisition CCred,t - Rahef of Custody]
(32J 5hop Kit C/-CV AsjOMbhre-Mac/i, Tool & Commercial Parts[
Production Dispatching Section (D/iti)
f/C) Shop Kit f For Assemblies]
Shop Scheduling Unit (D/26t)
(1) ShoF Ki-t CH*ster C*rJl
(32) Shop Kit £y\a*u-factur,r\a and
Assembly Upon Receipt of Material]
Materia 1 Control Section (P/26S~)
Expediting Section (P/2T3)
(I) Purchased Parts Shortage List C^^ch]
CI) 5 h of Parts Shortest List EEcichJ
Productton Control Division (D/260)
Planning Branch (P/l£0
Scheduling Section (D/2G2)
Production Dispatching Section (D/2.71)
Pro gress Branch
D/2G3
Assembly Control. Section (d/272)
Requisition Unit (P/266)
(1) Snap Kit [MasterCard - For Pos*/n<jJ
(J)Stock RecorJ Card [" Assemol ies
-
Mach.Tod ajl
L Commercial Parts J
Production Storks or Bar Stock Unit (P/2B7/2.66)
(1) Shop Kit [Gret-n Card _ /.oca/ Refmsit /on J
Oriq ma. tes
(6) Shop Parts Shor t aae. List
(4-) Purchased Parts Shortage List
(V) "Shor-t* Stub Requisition I Copies i-1 o^r-8]
F, fes
(1) Projected Assembly Schedule
{32) ShopKtt [Assembly Until A// Parts Are. Ax/oi lab le]
(32J Shop Kit [ Manufacturing Reouir inj Purchased Materials']
(.i) Purchased Pa.yts Shortacj e List
(.1) Stock Record Card [For Assembl ies
-Mach.Tool &Commercizl Parts]
0) Sh<>P Parts Shorten List ££a.ch]
Assembly Division (D/Z3o)
(2J /?aw Material Substitution OrJe.r
(®) Stub fcfmstt/o« [Credit]
(I) "Short'' Stub ftevuisit/on [U/tth Part]
Receipt Control Branch (64£)
(H) Purchased Parts 5Wt«fe List
i.3) Short Stub Requisition
Requisition Umit (0/266)
(1 ) Short* Stub Rebuts it/ on
Production Stokes Unit (0/261)
(t) Shop Kit C Gree.n Card - Loca I Refmsi tion]
Progress Branch (D/zq%)
tl~) Purchase d Ports Shortage List
Receipt Control Branch (<3V2)
{H) Purchased Parts Shortage List
CH) Short Stub Re°uisi t \or\
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makes appropriate entries from the Purchased Parts Shortage
Lists and the Shop Parts Shortage Lists. When all parts and
materials are in the plant, the Shop Kits are returned to Shop
scheduling. The Shop Kits have been held until all materials
were available where assembly and manufacturing kits requiring
purchased parts or materials are concerned.
The follow-up responsibilities are three in number. All
material substitution information must be transmitted to the
Assembly Division for incorporation. Purchased Parts Shortage and
Shop Parts Shortage Lists are originated and disseminated to those
concerned, see Chart IV-6. Finally, the shop foremen must be kept
up to-the assembly schedule if possible. The Shop Kit board is
used as a scheduling indication for the Assembly Division.
Upon completion of the job order, the Shop Kit Master Card is
forwarded to the Shop Scheduling Unit where it is filed.
3. Expediting Section (D/273)
In this final section of the Progress Branch, lies the co-
ordinator of co-ordinators. All the troubles of procurement,
production, and assembly are the responsibility of this section.
Reference to Chart IV-7 will show that all received information
is indicative of the production progress. When a variance appears
the Expediting Section lights a fire under the slow cog and thus
attempts to meet the Master Progress Schedule. A monthly report
on this section's success is originated herein.
A final act at the end of each job order is the dating and




(X) Master Progress Schedule
Production Stores Unit (d/zgi)
(1) Close -Out fKpprovo-l
Progress Branch
0/Z6Q




CO Shop Parts Shortage List
CI) Purchase J Parts Shortage List
(1) Master Proyrea S<-heJ ul*
Progress Branch (P/269)
Monthly Progress Report
CD Close -Out Approval
Production Dispatching- Se ±ru;j (D/zv)
(1) Shop K,t I White Cord-Wh^Toh Comply
Assembly Control Section (0/27Z)
W Sh»f>P*rts Shor**je. list
(1) Purchased Parts Shortage. List
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Requisitions have been completed. It is then forwarded for
the approval of the Head of the Progress Branch.
This completes the duties and responsibilities of the Progress
Branch as it attempts to maintain the standards of performance required
of an efficient operation. While the procedures are complex, it is
necessarily so in a plant that must produce the variety and number of




C. Recommendations See Chart IV-8
In the time allowed a thorough study of all the minute procedures
was not possible. However, there were two areas in which recommen-
dations are herein presented for consideration and possible incor-
portion in this and other Naval Ordnance Plants under Bureau authori-
zation.
The first is of an organizational nature. It is simply to combine
the Production Stores Unit and the Bar Stock, Impounded or Semi-
Finished Stock Unit. This is recommended since the paper work re-
quired to operate the Bar Stock Unit is nearly identical with that
required by the Production Stores Unit for the same function. Other
than the increased space requirement, this combination would decrease
personnel required in this function as well as the number of filing
systems in operation. It also would centralize all activity of this
nature, utilizing trained personnel more efficiently.
The second recommendation, and the most important one, is a proposed
change in method of initiating material procurement. This method is
being tested at the present time and has so far proven highly satis-
factory and a great improvement over the old method. It is termed
"Material Procurement List Method", Reference to Chart IV-8 will
provide a pictorial representation of the savings in paper and
clerical work involved. The magnitude of the savings is perhaps
not so evident from the illustration.
The procedure is this. From the List of Drawings, Sub-Assemblies
and Parts, the Production Breakdown (Worksheet) is originated. This
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information is transferred to either the Material Procurement List
or the End-Use Procurement List, depending on the time the items
will be needed after receipt date. The End-Use Procurement List is
utilized for material to be used within 30 days of receipt. The
Material Procurement List is to be used for all other items. While
these two forms are following the old Production Breakdown procedures,
the Stock Record Cards are originated from the Production Breakdown
(Worksheet) and follow their previous routing.
The advantages are as follows:
l a The new forms act as a material screening form.
2. They also act as a purchased parts shortage list.
3. The big saving is that they provide authorization for pur-
chase of all items, thus replacing nine Stub Requisition
forms for each item on the Material Procurement List or
End-Use Procurement List. As an example, one Material
Procurement List page could replace forty-five copies
of the Stub Requisition and the typing thereof.
A.. Gives status of all purchased parts and materials on one
form which simplifies the delivery date problem when more
than one part will be late.
5. Eliminates posting by Cost Control from the separate Stubs
for procurement.
Further utility is made of these new forms in that Assembly Control
can post directly to the Stock Record Cards from up-to-date copies.
They are also used by Expediting Section and can be forwarded to
Production Control for information upon request. This new method
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is certainly one that rates careful consideration as it seems to be
a considerably more efficient method and one that will streamline
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